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Ed s Letter Tam gives us the definition
of beauty (SPOILER: It’s whatever look
makes you feel good).

2 GF Edit We’ve got Rainbow Paddle Pops!
For your ears though.

35 Cheat’s Guide to the best beauty hacks
you can do at home.
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The 2014 and ’15 GFMS winners Lilli
and Emily run wild in the Big Apple!

48 Dealing with Panic Attacks

Find your place of calm.

110 Accentuate the Positive

We focus on your fave facial features.
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8 Ed’s Letter How many

questions can Tam answer  

in one minute?

20 Lianna Perdis Go BTS

with Lianna and her sisters.

44 Beauty Bloggers Watch 

YouTube’s best makeup 

wizards do their thing!

123 Before We Go Watch The 

Legend of Tarzan trailer.

20 Empire State of Mind

Mogul moves with Lianna Perdis.

36  Trending (Beauty) Topics  
All matte everything, wow 
brows and power ponytails!

42  His Online Fingerprint  

Decoding his social media 
movements – or lack of.

46  Accidental Bully  
Are you the mean girl  
in your group?

100 The GF Best of Beauty Awards  
 And the winners are…  

*opens envelope*

This stamp is used throughout our magazine. It’s there to clue you in on if an image has – or hasn’t – been 

retouched, if readers (just like you!) have been used in our shoot, or to explain just how much effort (and  

how many people) go into creating the shot that makes it in the mag. We hope these help YOU with your  

self-esteem goals and make you aware that there’s more to these images than meets the eye. 

what this stamp actually means…
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Emily Rink
Priceline Little Sister and

Girlfriend Priceline 
Model Search 2015 Winner

Prices are Priceline’s normal national selling prices and may vary in stores and online. While stocks last. 
Products available at selected stores. Call Priceline Customer Service on 1300 88 44 11 for your nearest stockist.

My Winning Look?
It’s Models Prefer
Models Prefer Mineral Powder Soft Touch 10g $16.99, 
Mattifying Primer 30mL $16.99, Moisture Lust Lip Tint $7.99,
Retractable Brow Pencil $10.99 and Nude Eyeshadow Palette 14g $12.99



b ti u
t he thing with

beauty? It’s
personal. There’s
no real ‘correct’
definition of what’s

beautiful: it varies greatly
through cultures, generations,
even social groups.

The beauty-verse is
constantly evolving
(non-touring is the
new contouring,
I hear) but hey,
so are you.

Point being,
no matter what

anyone else
does or

doesn’t
do with their
face, ultimately it’s
about what makes
you feel good.

A friend of
mine drastically
changes her hair
colour and style
every month
(purple ombré!
Rainbow
mermaid
waves!) because
she’s a magical
unicorn princess
and it’s amazing.

Fashion ed
Kristy missed our
morning meeting
a few weeks back
because she needed

to order her Kylie
Lip Kit online at exactly
10am (she wanted – no,
she needed – that lip
gloss in her life).

A great beauty
hack has the power

to change your mood, y
day, or even your life. Lips
becomes your war paint for
a scary social sitch. Great
skin care can give you the
confidence to go foundation-
free. That fragrance that
perfectly syncs with your
skin? BFF vibes.

So whether you’re
a #nomakeup selfie

kinda gal, or you’ll
stand in line for a
Sephora opening
like it’s backstage
access to Bieber,

this one’s for you.
Welcome to the

Girlfriend Beauty Issue.
We’re beyond excited to

launch our inaugural Best of
Beauty Awards, as voted by
YOU and the GF team (turn to
page 100!) I don’t want to brag,
but getting to trial and test
over 200 top-notch products
for your job? Definitely not the
worst thing ever.

And we’ve gotta talk about
how amaze Lianna Perdis
looks on her first magazine
cover! As the next-gen heiress
of a global beauty empire this
pretty face packs a punch. We
loved hearing about her boss
plans for world domination
(you go bb!).

The way I see it, if finding
your spirit mascara makes
you feel like you can rule the
world, like even for a day, then
let the search begin!

Ye  I'm talkin  to you…
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m not wearing

this makeup  

so some guy  

will check out 

my highlighter.  

I’m doing  

this because  

I feel bomb.

– Zendaya
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Use the free

viewa app and

scan this page 

to see how many 

questions Tam 

can answer in 

60 seconds!

WATCH THIS FACE

r
ck 
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Me and Lianna 
are totally 
BFFs now.

Peace to 
the GF team!
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TV TONIGHT

‘Fantastic’
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NEW ON DVD & BLU-RAY AT

Born again for TV
SMHSMHSMH

‘Thrilling’
ARTS REVIEW
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Faves from our feed

Heart your art

If your letter appears on this month’s
Connect page, you have won a Nuxe Huile 
Prodigieuse Or Multi-Purpose Shimmering 
Dry Oil! Send your letters to:
GF inbox 
GPO Box 7801, Sydney NSW 2000 
Or email girlfriend@pacificmags.com.au. 
Remember to include your name and 
address. Details will be kept confidential.

#READERGRAMS

Lazy afternoon essentials
feat. our epic GF quirky 
socks @enchantedfille

How fire is  
@ImWILDForTroye’s 

GF poster collection! 
We’re so excited to 

see you’re such a big 
fan of the mag.

GF OF THE MONTH

Blake’s 
never
looked  

so good, 
Paige!

This Little 
Mix cover 
is amazing, 
Annalise!

Our fave Gigi 
cover yet, Beth!

Reader email

SWEET 
TWEETS

Hi Girlfriend!

I have been a subscriber to Girlfriend 

magazine for about four years now – 

I’m completely obsessed! I get excited 

every time I receive a new one in the 

mail and love every page! I hope to do 

work experience at GF at some stage 

within the next 

two years, as the 

mag has inspired 

me to pursue my 

dream to become 

a journalist and 

hopefully work 

in the magazine 

industry! Keep 

doing what you do.

Love, Brianna xoxo

CONNECT HERE...
GIRLFRIEND.COM.AU @GIRLFRIENDMAG GIRLFRIEND MAGAZINE

@GIRLFRIENDMAG GIRLFRIENDMAGAZINE.TUMBLR.COM

  YOUTUBE.COM/GIRLFRIENDMAGAZINE   GIRLFRIENDMAG

For your chance to be featured in Connect next month hashtag
#girlfriendmag or DM us a pic showing us how you style your mag.

CONGRATS!

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG10

Hi Girlfriend!

OK I have a confession… there is no 

other magazine that can win me over, 

Girlfriend slays every month! I’ve been 

reading Girlfriend since 2013 and tbh  

everything you put into the magazine 

helps in every aspect of life. Whenever 

I pick up a Girlfriend mag, I read from 

page one to the very end coz I can’t 

put it down. I absolutely LOVE how you 

guys recommend products and list the 

prices and all that so I can easily go out 

and buy any fash and beauty prods l8r 

on! Keep doing what you do coz you are 

awesome! <3 ;D Winni

ll
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Half the price of a movie
date and twice as p
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Models Prefer @ Pric Runway

ttte by Colette
nn Stone Fan drop
rrings, $16.99

ModModelsels PrPrefeefeAllAll Fy F hashiion iribbbbedd
skater dress, $19.99

y

Cole
Hayma

ea ings,

17

har y yy Shine lipgloss in Angel Wing, $7.99

16

pretty.pr ty
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Topshop 
banana 
keyring, $17

Models Prefer 
@ Priceline 
Pharmacy 

cream blush 
stick in Dream, 

$10.99

BooHoo Alexandra Bow Trim ballet flats, $16

Dotti embossed cross body bag, $19.95

Paperchase @ 

Asos toucan ticket 

holder, $12.50

Kikk
i K 

meta
l tw

o-h
ole 

sha
rp

ene
r, $

3.95

Essie @ 
Priceline 

Pharmacy 
nail colour in 

Ballet 
Slippers, 

$16.95

Text Guy @ Society 6 “Hustle” mini art print, $18

Models Prefer 
@ Priceline 
Pharmacy 
Eyeshadow 
Quad, $10.99

Independence 
Studios unicorn 
lipgloss, $6.95

Free by Cotton 
On Jessica slouch 

tee, $19.95

Lush Sunny Side 
vegan bubble 
bar, $8.95

Manicare @ Priceline 
Pharmacy glass 
atomiser, $13.69

Kmart hexagonal 
mirror, $15

Supre The Top Bar 
sunglasses, $15

Typ
o Boston neck 

pillow, $14.99

13

Jay Jays 
lightweight 
snood, $15



edit
T� G�D NOT TO SHARE
THEGF

t���g
Epic accessories

Some people are minimalists in  
their bling with tiny sprinklings of gold 
and silver, while some are like MORE IS 

MORE. If you’re the latter and want 
your accessories served with a side of  

fun, you need these in your life rn.

REwatch�g
IT’S OUR BEAUTY 
ISSUE SO WIND BACK 
THE CLOCK AND 
REWATCH YOUR FAVE 
BEAUTY VLOGGERS 
IN THEIR VERY FIRST 
VIDEOS. SUCH 
NOSTALGIA,  
VERY CUTE!

CHLOE MORELLO. Candice Swanepoel: Winged/
Cat Liner – Even then, Chloe knew our secret wish 
to look exactly like Candice (which she totally does, 

just with a different hair colour). Still worth a  
watch since we NEED eyeliner game strong.

TANYA BURR. Serena (Blake Lively) Make-up 
Tutorial – Sure it’s a six-year-old clip, but  

hey, we still wanna look like an Upper  
East Side mega babe right? Please  

tell us more, Tanya.

DEER ARROW: This stuff’s pretty,  

quirky and a fairy tale come true.  
deerarrow.com.
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M
erm

aid Makeup brooch set, $30

MOLLY COOMBS MARR:
This sculptor loves Australian

icons – her best ones are
teensy delicious ice creams.

mollycoombsmarr.com.

Bubble O’ Bill
earrings, $20

Rainbow
Paddle Pop

earrings,
$20

HAUS OF DIZZY: Fact – if you wear ANY 

earrings created by this talented Aussie lady, 100 

per cent of the GF team will compliment you. 

hausofdizzy.com.

Haus of Dizzy 

Smiley cactus 

earrings, $29

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG12
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FOllOWING

�t�e�ng

River Island 
pink pom 

pom strappy 
heels, $130

Rubi Shoes 
San Fernando 
heels, $39.95

Forever New 
Libby 2-Part 
Ghillie heels, 

$79.99

“Wearing high heels 
should count as some 

type of workout. #ouch.” 
@BethanyMota knows that stilettos  

are basically cardio or something…

@gracesimmons  

Admit it, you wanna  
have a sneaky look into 
the world of a girl who 

models for Valentino  
and snaps selfies with 

Kanye, don’t you?

MICHELLE PHAN. Natural Looking 
Makeup Tutorial – This vid is nine 

years old now and beauty vlogging icon 
Michelle is nearly unrecognisable!  
She’s most def come a long way.

GET PUMPED FOR THIS YEAR’S 
GIRLFRIEND PRICELINE PHARMACY 

MODEL SEARCH WITH SOME 
BEAUTY INSPO FROM THESE 
REALLY, REALLY RIDICULOUSLY

GOOD-LOOKING INSTA FEEDS.

@jemjellies  
Like us, Jemma 
Baines hearts a 
hilarious Snapchat 
filter. But unlike 
us, she’s modelled 
for Marc Jacobs 
and Rachel Zoe 
(and Dotti!). Love 
ya Jemma.

@rubyrose Ruby, of Orange is the New Black 
fame, is another GFMS finalist who’s doing 
big things. She’s so well-known you probs 
follow her already, but if not, get on that.

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG13
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Kylie 
Jenner

Bella
Hadid

Selena
Gomez

sty
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T
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FROM TOP: 1. Asos shoes, $65 2. Asos jacket, $440

3. River Island bum bag, $40 4. Topshop top, $24

5. MRP skirt, $11.99 6. Topshop loafers, $128 7. Asos top, $106

8. Topshop jumpsuit, $84 9. MRP skirt, $14.99

10. River Island top, $40 11. MRP hat, $19.99

backIN BLACK

1

6

2

7

3

8

4

9

5

10

11

This shade is no fashion basic  

– it’ll save you on days when  

you have NFI what to wear. 

Tip
Team with denim for that M.O.D. vibe.

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG14



Lianna 
Perdis

Alexa 
Chung

FROM TOP: 1. Asos top, $140 2. MRP belt, $8993. MRP blouse, $1999 4. Forever 21 hat, $21995. Asos skirt, $114 6. Lovisa earrings, $399 7. Topshopshoes, $98 8. Lovisa rings (set), $1995 9. Asos pants, $8510. Reclaimed Vintage @ Asos dress, $25011. Asos shirt, $66 12. River Island vest, $5013. MRP bag, $1999 14. Asos boots, $93

rebel SPELL
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Take a grunge approach to your boho faves with embellished  lace and glam footwear.

Tip
Faux fur  

adds on-trend 

texture.

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG15
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FROM TOP: 1. Asos, $95 2. Asos, $95  3. Asos, $40 4. Asos, $95 5. Seed Heritage, $129.95 6. RMK, $179.95 7. Miss Selfridge @ Glue Store, $75  8. Seed Heritage, $139.95 9. Seed Heritage, $149.95

pointy
BREAK

These new season 
showstoppers are  
total must-haves.

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

4

Tip
Cuffed pants  

will elevate your 
look from low-key 
to fashion killa.

Kendall 
Jenner Zendaya
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2

3

4

5
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FROM TOP: 1. Remington Keratin & Argan Oil NourishConical Wand, $3995 2. VS Sassoon Diamond WavesSpiral Curling Wand, $5995 3. L’oréal Professionel Tecni
Art Texture Dust, $34 4. Curious Grace Delightfulness Dryer
in Soft Touch Pink, $9995 5. John Frieda Frizz Ease DreamCurls Air-Dry Waves Styling Foam, $1699 6. SchwarzkopfOsis+ Glamination Prime Prep Spray, $2895 7. ElevenAustralia Sea Salt Texture Spray, $2395 8. Moroccanoil

Root Boost, $4750 9. Curious Grace Ceramic Boar BristleBrush, $2895 10. Girl Lane Hair Sparkle Shine, $199911. Kiehl’s Super Thick Volumizer, $28

take
Think lived in waves, butmore polished than poolside.Glam-gone-grunge is our jam rn.

THE
GLUNGE

7

8

9

10

11

Cara 
DelevingneBlake 

Lively

Gigi 
Hadid

Chloë 
Grace 
Moretz

..

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG17
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This is Cottons is available from www.cottonsshop.com

Periods are a natural part of growing up, but that doesn’t make

them less gross does it! We know what could help though.

This is Cottons is packed with Cottons most popular tampons,

liners and pads, to help you choose which products are

best for you. They’re all made with 100% chemical

free cotton, they’re naturally breathable

and really comfortable.

that explains all about periods and how  

to deal with them. Periods can suck,  

but with This is Cottons you’ll be

confident in no time.

Make periods suck  
a little less...  

t

c



U CAN GET I

@sam_harris

INSTA-BEAUTY:

NAIL THE OFF-DUTY-MODEL
THING LIKE A CATWALK KWEEN,

A.K.A. SAM HARRIS.

Sam Harris

Pout on point.
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Slick pony, 
much?
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BRITE Organix M

Australia
BB Cream,

$11.95 @
Priceline

Pharmacy

Estée Lau

Covergirl Colorlicious Jumb
Gloss Balm in Caramel Crea
$12.95 @ Priceline Pharma

for a minute?

uder Pure
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uder Pure
lush, $60
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BRITE Organix M
for Lifeless Hair

grapefruit, $14
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Masque
in pink
4.99

Are ItAA

Effortless
waves for
days.
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h face maask, $13.95Fres
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Who better to take the
spotlight for our beauty

issue than Australia’s very
own makeup heiress?

empire

mind
state of

lad in an eye-catching
sparkly mini-dress by
prestigious Greek designer
Dimitris Petrou, complete
with stunning thigh

high patent leather boots by Dior, Lianna
Perdis looked every inch the glamorous
daughter of makeup king Napoleon at her
extravagant sweet 16 birthday party.

“My dad did my birthday makeup,” she
says of the bold red lip and smoky-eyed
look she wore for the occasion in January.
“The boots were a birthday present from
my parents. They arrived at the front door
in this huge white, beautiful box. I opened
it and was like, ‘These are amazing!’”

The pics of the impeccably stylish bash
inside the Salon de Bricolage in Athens
seems like a scene straight from Rich Kids
of Beverly Hills. But unlike many teens
born into a privileged lifestyle, who live for
flashing ir wealth to their thousands
of In ollowers, Lianna prefers to
k l life private. Rather, the

s set her sights on a
ious goal – to expand

poleon’s
lion-dollar
tic empire.

Given she
w up

unded

of

dy
rn the

ily business.
m absolutely
with beauty
Lianna
’s around

to the office. It’s a part of my
ife and I really, really love it.”

r unofficial education started
en, as a little girl, she would watch her

father direct the Napoleon makeup team
backstage at Australian Fashion Week.

“I feel so fortunate I’ve been able to see
so many shows come together,” she says. 
“I’ve always loved being behind the scenes.”

But now Lianna’s ready to take the 
spotlight as an ambassador and face of 
the brand, which means this girl is about 
to be everywhere. And while she might 
be Australia’s next It girl on the rise, 
she’s super down-to-earth about it.

“A lot of people are starting to 
uild their own brands, and you see 
ll these It girls on social media, but 
I don’t understand how they can 

ake that their life,” she explains.
“It gets to a point where it’s 

too much. I’m all for taking pieces of your
life to show people, but not everything.”

Lianna’s Insty looks like any normal
girl’s – mostly pics of her hanging with her
sisters (triplets Athina, Angelene and Alexia)
– but take a scroll and you’ll see this is one
babe with next-level beauty game. Her
makeup selfies are all-time and her personal
style is way off the covetable charts.

“My looks vary based on my mood,”
Lianna says. “I’ll go grungy one day and
more polished and chic the next. And I’m
not gonna wear something just because
it’s expensive – I just wear what I like.”

Think a vintage rock T-shirt with a
Balmain blazer, or a Yankees cap with a
red lip and her Cartier Love bracelet…
oh, and her mum Soula-Marie’s shoes.

“I always go through Mum’s closet,”
Lianna says, laughing. “She gets so annoyed
at me! She’ll be like, ‘Where did this go?’
and I’ll say, ‘Oh, I’ve been meaning to give
that back to you!’

“I’ve been wearing her vintage Versace
denim patchwork pumps. She’s like, ‘Can’t
you borrow your sisters’ clothes?!’”

The triplets are already following in
Lianna’s footsteps as muses for the Napoleon
line. But the whole sibling rivalry thing?
Not an issue in the Perdis household.
Having lived together all over the world
(Australia, Los Angeles and Greece) the four
sisters are incredibly close – well, most of
the time anyway.

“We love each other and we hate each
other, and get in fights with each other –
just normal sister things!” Lianna says. “We
have coffee, we hang out… I always have
my three best friends with me, it’s great.”

Famous, glamorous family. Beautiful
sisters. Can’t help but draw comparisons
with the Kardashians, right? But Lianna is
focused on finding success on her own terms.

“I don’t really want to become like Kylie 
Jenner, where everyone is looking at you, 
and either loving or judging you. You know, 
always having to behave a certain way, or 
trying to look perfect all the time.”

Can Lianna relate?
She shakes her head.

“I don’t wear 
makeup to look 
perfect,” she explains. 
“I wear it because 
it makes me feel 
good. Perfection is 
unrealistic – even 
models and celebrities
have imperfections  
and insecurities.

“My parents taught
me ‘perfect’ isn’t real. 
Once you understand 
that and believe in 
yourself you’ll be happy.”
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Lian

Always shining.

H&M top. Seafolly 
shorts. Lovisa 
earrings. Krystle 
Knight ring.



These images 
have been 
retouched.

Coz she’s a boss.

nna’s

Peppermayo jacket. 

Diesel shorts. RMK boots.

H&M blazer. 
Diesel top 
and pants.
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You’d think as part ofan accessories empireLeonetta Luciano Fendiwould get all the bags andshoes she wants. “No, I donot,” she told W magazine.

Dylan Lauren maybe the daughterof fashion royaltyRalph Lauren, butthe 42-year-oldentrepreneur hassince forged quitea different path –she now owns thelargest candy storein the world!

Margherita Missoni,
granddaughter
of Missoni founders
Ottavio and Rosita
Missoni, has been
a huge factor in
the continued
success of the
family business.

Virginie, Claire, Prisca

and Jenna Courtin-Clarins,

granddaughters of

Jacques Courtin-Clarins,

(founder of French

cosmetics giant Clarins) are

focused on working BTS

on the beauty brand.

Aerin Lauder,
granddaughter
of Estée Lauder

founded her own
lifestyle brand back

in 2011, which is
now popular for its
jewellery, cosmetics

and purses.

Use the free

viewa app and

scan this page

for BTS action 

of Lianna and 

her sisters.

WANT  
MORE?

BEAUTY 101  
o much lipstick – like more 
bes! Lipstick can transform 

look, you can change it 
ny occasion. My biggest 

care of your skin. Put 
ry day, and make sure 

isturise your face 
nd night!”

Like Lianna, these
accomplished women  
have worked hard behind 
the scenes, often following
their parents into the 
family business.

Turns out Lianna’s been waving her
magic mascara wand BTS as she’s
helped out with the new capsule
collection Total Bae, including

a mascara in black and electric
blue, and a high shine lip gloss.

Yep, everything you need
in your kit rn!
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Asos playsuit. 
Stylist’s own 
choker.



S le File

GREY
MATTERS

It’s all about head to toe pairings

this winter. Take on the trend in

this season’s It shade.

Seed 

Heritage 

skirt, $49.95

This image 
of Bella has 
not been 

retouched.

Seed Heritage 

top, $49.95
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Gigi
Hadid

Matisse, 19

These
images have

not been
retouched.

This season’s outwear just got a fresh cool spin.

STYLE TIP: 
Break up your silhouette 
and create curves with 

jackets that are cinched 
at the waist.

BOMBER
Boohoo jacket, $50. Paint It Red 
dress, $89.95. H&M necklace, 
$19.95. Colette by Colette 
Hayman ring, $9.99

PAIR A CROPPED BOMBER WITH A MINI 
DRE� TO SHOW Off YOUR SHAPE.

STYLE SCH�L

Supré, $70

Bardot,
$99.99

Jackets

Topshop,
$113

MRP,
$49.99

Topshop, 
$112

Missguided,
$73.50

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG24
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Bardot,
$149.95

Chloë Grace
Moretz

Kendall
Jenner

STYLE TIP:
Make a statement
with bold colours

and textures.

STYLE TIP:
 Create an  

even shape with 
strong shoulders.

Antonia, 18

Ella, 14

Readers, not 
models, were 
used in this 

shoot.

STYLE TIP: 
Look for a jacket 
that cuts at the 

waist. This will help 
elongate your legs.

STYLE TIP: 
Wear jackets with 
zips, buckles and 
details to flatter 

your chest.

FAUX FUR
MRP jacket, $59.99. Forever 21 
top, $19.95. Sportsgirl jeans, 
$79.95. Colette by Colette 
Hayman earrings, $14.99, rings, 
$9.99 and bag, $44.99

BIKER
Pavement jacket, $79.95 and dress, 
$59.95. Converse sneakers, $120. Colette 
by Colette Hayman necklace, $19.99, 
ring, $14.99 and bag, $59.99

Topshop, $105

MRP,
$49.99

River 
Island, $54

Missguided, 
$94.50

STARS

WHO

ROCKED

IT

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG25
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Zoë Kravitzst le
CRUSH

Supré jacket $70Supré jacket, $70

gMissguided
jacket, $94.500

Bardot jeans,
$139.99

Topshop
jumpsuit,

$72

Topshop dress, $80

Colette by
Colette
Hayman

bag,
$34.99

Colette by
Colette Hayman
earrings, $12.99

Colette by
Colette Hayman
rings, $12.99 (set)

Windsor Smith
@ Styletread

boots, $199.95

River Island top, $52

Rubi boots, $49.95

Billini
@ Styletread
shoes, $89.95

Kookaï necktie,  
$45

Boohoo
shoes, $50

River Island pants,
 $70
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Florals for Winter:

Add a sporty
element to  
all your floral 
favourites. 
Babin’ Insta
blogger  
Taleisha  
Bonora  
shows us how.

H&M dress, 
$99.95. MRP 

pants, $19.99. 
Rubi slides, 

$19.95. H&M 
earrings, $9.95.

Factorie jacket, $39.95. 
MRP dress, $24.99. H&M 

earrings, $9.95. Folli Follie
watch, $389, and cuff,

$109, worn throughout.

Jeanswest top, $39.99. 
Zara skirt, $69.95. Rubi 
sneakers, $29.95. 

Minkpink top,
$89.95. H&M 
pants, $59.95. 
Sportsgirl 
scarf, $19.95. 
H&M earrings, 
$9.95.

Best & Less 
top, $10.
 Minkpink 

skirt, 
$79.95. 

Rubi slides, 
$19.95. 

H&M 
earrings, 

$9.95.

GROUNDBREAKING! 

@taleishabonoraa
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THE GF
fash team edit

JOIN KRISTY AND LISA IN THE PLACE 
WHERE DREAMS ARE MADE – THE GF 

FASHION CUPBOARD.

GOT A FASHION QUESTION?
TWEET US @GF_KRISTYK

OR  INSTA @LISALIRA_ &  
@KRISTYKOUTSOGIANNIS

“YOU NEED
THESE NOW.
KTHANXBYE.” 
– KRISTY 
Twoobs 
sandals, $60

Slide 
game 
strong

#baglove

Ste
ve Madden

@ Sty
letre

ad 

sho
es, $

129.95

River Island 
jacket, 
$130

Ri
ve

r 
Isl
a

n
d

 p
a

nt
s, 

$8
0

“Fashion + 
practicality =
WIN.” – LISA

Topshop backpack, 
$60

Next 
skirt, 
$41

Bardot 
earrings, 
$19.95

“Your new
perfect staple.”
– LISA Supré 
jacket, $70

Supré jacket, 
$55

Sportsgirl 
jeans, 
$99.95

Bardot belt, $29.95

MRP top, 
$11.99“I love these 

leggings, 

with so much 
 

fun – I wanna 
work out this 

the matching 
top.” – KRISTY 
Dharma Bums 
leggings, $90

Dharma
Bums crop 
top, $55

Lulu & 
Rose dress, 
$79.95

a whole face 
when you 
have a whole
amazing bag.”
– LISA Colette
by Colette 
Hayman bag,
$44.99

Bow blouses are
my new favourite
favourite.” – LISA
MRP top, $19.99

Coz it like, 
goes with 

- KRISTY 
Missguided 
skirt, $52.20

“B

in pink
Pretty

Back
to

black
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@HarperCollinsYA

To celebrate the exciting release of
Kiera Cass’s The Crown, White Runway 
is giving you the chance to score an 
epic wardrobe, worthy of a princess! 

Visit girlfriend.com.au for full terms & conditions. Entrants must be 17 years or younger & have parent/guardian permission to enter. Competition opens 06/06/16 09:00 AEST & closes
�������� ����� $(67� :LQQHUV MXGJHG DW 3URPRWHU
V SUHPLVHV �������� ����� $(67� :LQQHUV QRWL�HG E\ PDLO 	 SXEOLVKHG DW JLUOIULHQG�FRP�DX RQ ��������� 7RWDO SUL]H YDOXH XS WR
���������� 7KH 3URPRWHU LV 3DFL�F 0DJD]LQHV 3W\ /WG � &HQWUDO $YH� (YHOHLJK 16: ���� �$%1 �� ��� ��� �����

ONE LUCKY WINNER WILL RECEIVE:
The Crown is the fifth and final novel in Kiera Cass’s 

number one New York Times bestselling ‘Selection’ 

series. And it’s finally out! Here’s the lowdown... 

Twenty years have passed since America Singer and 

Prince Maxon fell in love in The One. Now their daughter 

Eadlyn is the very first princess to hold a Selection of her 

own. Eadlyn didn’t think she would find a real partner 

among the 35 suitors that entered the Selection, let 

alone true love. But sometimes the heart has a way of 

surprising you… and now Eadlyn must make a choice 

that she finds more difficult – and more important – 

than she ever expected.

White Runway is Australia’s leading destination for formal dresses. Shop online at whiterunway.com.au  

RU�YLV LW�RXU�6\GQH\��0HOERXUQH�RU�%ULVEDQH�6KRZURRPV �

GIRLFRIEND.COM.AU

‘HOW WOULD SOMEONE WIN YOUR HEART?’

WIN!



Temps dropping?

Start shopping! Heat

up your wardrobe

with these fire finds.

The pleated skirt
Levi’s jacket, $129.95.

Forever 21 top, $34.95.

Jeanswest skirt, $89.99.

RMK shoes, $199.95.

Colette by Colette

Hayman necklace, $12.99 

and rings, $12.99. 

WELCOME TO



The mini bag
H&M top, $49.95.

Pavement skirt,

$39.95. Colette by

Colette Hayman 

bag, $34.99.

The
shearling
coat
Minkpink jacket,

$149.95. Evil Twin

dress, $99.95.

Wittner shoes, 

$169.95.

The satin bomber
Minkpink jacket, $129.95.

Boohoo top, $32. Forever

21 skirt, $39.95. Forever 21 

boots, $49.95.

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG31



The polo neck
Forever 21 top, $39.95.

Boohoo pants, $36.

Colette by Colette

Hayman earrings, 

$14.95.

The retro boots
Best & Less top, $10.

Sportsgirl skirt, $79.95. Rubi

boots, $69.95. Colette by

Colette Hayman rings,

$12.99. MRP bag, $19.99. 



The
embroidered

dress
Boohoo dress, $50.

Rubi boots, $49.95.

Colette by Colette

Hayman necklace,

$12.99.

The knit pants
MRP top, $19.99.

Pavement pants,

$29.95. Converse

sneakers, $120. Colette

by Colette Hayman

earrings, $12.99. 

These images
have not been

retouched.

STYLING LISA LIRA

PHOTOGRAPHY MICHELLE TAN

HAIR & MAKEUP KATE LEE
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GIRLFRIEND ADVERTORIAL

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY

PRICELINE.COM.AU

AUSTRALIA’S MOST PRESTIGIOUS  

MODEL SEARCH RETURNS!

NSW: :HVW�HOG�3DUUDPDWWD�� 

:HGQHVGD\�-XO\���

VIC: :HVW�HOG�6RXWKODQG�� 

6DWXUGD\�-XO\���

SA: :HVW�HOG�7HD�7UHH�3OD]D�� 

7XHVGD\�-XO\����

WA: :HVW�HOG�&DURXVHO�� 

6DWXUGD\�-XO\����

QLD:�:HVW�HOG�&KHUPVLGH�� 

6DWXUGD\�-XO\����

 
LANE!

SKIP THE QUEUE 
WITH OUR

0 LQ LPXP�RI�����PXVW�EH�VSHQW�LQ�RQH�WUDQVDFWLRQ�DW�DQ\�3ULFHOLQH�

RU�3ULFHOLQH�3KDUPDF\��LQFOXGLQJ�RQ O LQH��H[FOXGHV�SXUFKDVHV�RQ�

SUHVFULSWLRQV��EHWZHHQ���-DQXDU\������DQG����-X O\������WR�JDLQ�

DFFHVV�WR�WKH�9,3�TXHXH�DW�WKH������Girlfriend�0RGHO�6HDUFK��

5HFHLSW�PXVW�EH�SUHVHQWHG�RQ�WKH�GD\�

A6L[�PRQWK�VXEVFULSWLRQ�ZLWK�QR�VXEVFULSWLRQ�SUL]H�

Bring your Girlfriend subscription 
carrier sheet along from the July or 
August issue.

OR

Buy products from Priceline Pharmacy 
to the value of $30 and show us your 
receipt*.

OR

Subscribe to Girlfriend magazine on the 
day for the bargain price of $25^.



Cheat’s guide
Celebs do whaaat?

…TO LIFE-CHANGING

These tips are borderline genius,
if we say so ourselves…

 MANE-CHANGERS 
Be Becky with the good hair erryday 
by mixing up the whole ‘shampoo, 
condition, brush, repeat’ thing and
trying something left of centre
(part included).

An avocado and coconut oil hair
mask is totally a thing! Blend  
a full avo with four tablespoons 
of coconut oil for a seriously
nourishing treatment.
Spritz your brush with your 
favourite perfume then comb 
your hair to make it smell like
flowers/lollies/bae all day.
  Paint your bobby pins with nail 
polish to make them next-level
cute (let them dry first, obvs).
  Wetting your hair with tap water 
before swimming protects it
from chlorine, because damp
hair soaks up fewer chemicals.

 FACE FOOD 
Cucumbers on the eyes are genius when 
it comes to banishing under-eye circles, 
but there’s a beauty-verse full of other
household prods that do amaze things.

Applying toothpaste to a pimple will
dry it out overnight!
A spoonful of sugar plus a spoonful of
honey makes a life-changing lip scrub.
Apple cider vinegar can totally double
as a toner.
  Cool (green) tea bags make awesome 
eye de-puffers.

MAKEUP MAGIC
Type ‘DIY makeup hacks’ into Google and there are over 16 million tips
to up your beauty game on the cheap. Ain’t nobody got time to scroll
through that! (Er, except us.) Among the most routine-changing are:

Mixing your fave powdered eyeshadow with a dab of Vaseline makes
a killer custom-coloured lip gloss.
Fixing a smashed shadow/bronzer/anything palette is totally possible!
Once cracked, carefully break it into smaller pieces until it becomes a
powder, spray with rubbing alcohol, then pat it down with something
heavy like a spoon. Once it’s dry it should all be stuck together again!
Resting the back of a spoon (yes, again!) underneath your eye when
applying mascara on your lower lashes can help minimise dark circles
on your under-eye area.
Don’t have eye makeup remover? Use coconut oil.

MANI ON
POINT

Nail fails are the worst
(ah, the mess!), so cuticles
crossed these guys help
you out next time you’re
going H.A.M. with a bottle.

  If you’re feeling the 
nail art thing but are
missing a brush, use 
the tip of a bobby pin
as an applicator.
  Speed up the drying 
process by placing  
your freshly painted 
nails in iced water
for about a minute.
  Pop an elastic band 
around the tip of your
finger for a genius
French mani guide!

  Want extra
bright covera
Make your ba
coat white.

DIY BEAUTY HACKS.
These A-listers have some 

serious food for thought.

g
Shailene Woodley rates beetroots as a lip stain! “I roast them first and then dab a little of the juice on my lips with my finger!”

Emma Stone uses olive 

oil as an EVERYTHING! 

“I’m allergic to 

everything, so I just use 

extra virgin olive oil on 

my skin!”

Lauren Conrad puts potato 

slices on her eyes to reduce 

puffiness!  "Soak them in  

water for a moment or two 

and then place them over 

your lids for 15 minutes!”

m
a

wer chemicals
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Noir lips

Shimmering shadow

Maximalism

All matte errything

Usually reserved for the glam 
goths of the ’90s (Google ‘The 
Craft’ immediately!), dark 
vampy pouts are now more 
than just a scary flashback.  
If the Taylors, Lordes and 
Ashley Bensons of the world 
can rock a slick of black, it’s  
a trend worth trying.

RUNWAY TO REALITY:  Cheat a 
little and go for a colour that’s 
basically-black-but-not-really. 
A deep burgundy is almost 
always flattering.

“YAAAS!” That was the sound of glitter fangirls 
errywhere (*cough* the GF office) after hearing 
borderline disco ball eyes are legit a thing now.  
Bold lids! Subtle under-eyes! Party liner! These fun, 
statement pops of sparkle have no rules, although 
paring back your lips is highly encouraged.  

RUNWAY TO REALITY:  If the thought of putting glitter 
on your face scares you (totally understandable), opt for 
a little shimmer in the corners of your eyes, teamed 
with your usual go-to shadow shades.

Er, what? That whole 
no-makeup-makeup thing  
is timelessly cool and all, but 
according to the Met Gala 
powder room this season is all 
about taking loud, bold and 
OTT beauty risks that just 
work. Maximalism focuses  
on one statement – think  
a single swipe of bright 
shadow, spidery lashes or a 
loud lip – while the rest of 
your look is super chill.

RUNWAY TO REALITY: 
Maximalism doesn’t have to 
be too full on! It might just 
mean wearing a brighter 
eyeshadow shade than  
normal or upping the fun 
factor with a coloured liner.

We’re talking matte lipstick, foundation, illuminator, 
bronzer… basically anything you can poke a beauty 
blender at! Matte textures are rich and bold, blendable 
and long-lasting. And with less dewy, glossy shimmer 
vibes on the runways of late, we’re very keen to give the 
new It look a glow.

RUNWAY TO REALITY:  Try a matte lip in a muted red, 
rather than going straight up traffic light bright. Less 
is more when it comes to matte textures.



Power ponytails

Faux 
haircuts

’70s style bangs

Wow
brows

Red carpets and catwalks are repping the 
Ponytail2.0, and we’re already calling it as 
THE formal hairstyle of the year. Glam up the 
OG updo by slicking it back a little tighter and 
tying it an inch higher. Team it with your fave 
outfit and you’ll feel like a total girl boss.

RUNWAY TO REALITY:  Hide the not-so-glam 
hair tie factor by wrapping a section of hair 
around it and pinning it down.

Can’t commit to a complete 
chop? This hair trend will 
bring on the, “Ermahgerd, 
you got a haircut!” comments 
one minute and “Wait, did 
you?” the next. Yep, trending 
in the hair-verse rn is pinning 
your hair back just so, to  
give the illusion of a snip.
Remember the time Gigi did
it and we totally freaked out?
(Until we realised it was all in
the bobby pins.) ’Nuff said.

RUNWAY TO REALITY: Start off
with faking a cute side fringe.
Make friends with hairspray
and pin that bad boy down.

Chucking a Tay Swift pre-peroxide lob,  
and swapping a side sweep for the whole 
straight across bangs thing is never a bad 
idea – especially if it’s 2016. Which it is! 
Yep, this season it’s all about a structured, 
heavy, straight fringe (in a non-primary 
school way) and we are saaah into it 

*snips hair immediately*.

RUNWAY TO REALITY:  Don’t stress  
if it doesn’t sit cartoon character 

straight. Think Alexa Chung, circa
always (read: fun and textured).

… and by “wow” we mean
coloured, muted, covered in

glitter, or all of the above. Yep,
AW16 catwalks and red carpets

have called it – embellished
‘look at me’ eyebrows are

officially fire. We’re more than
a little confused and have like

a zillion questions (how? Why?
Where?), so we’ll let the idea

digest a bit before we try it out.

RUNWAY TO REALITY: If you’re
brave enough to try it (kudos),
start with a tiny, subtle swipe
of glitter under the brow line.

Next-Gen Beauty
2015

CONTOURING:
Using shadow and

highlighter to subtly define,
shape and emphasise

your facial features.

PINTEREST BROWS:
Heavy, thick,

manicured brows.

COFFIN NAILS:
Extra long and square,

Kardashian-esque nails.

KOREAN SHEET MASKS:
Cloth or paper saturated

in a stack of seriously
skin-loving ingredients.

2016
NON-TOURING: 

Going easy on the rich foundations 
and OTT glow and keeping it 
chill with tinted moisturiser  
and seriously subtle shimmer.

BRUSHED-UP BROWS:  
Brows that are brushed-up (yep), 
feathery and a little less filled in.

FIERCE FRENCH TIPS:  
New twists on the straight  
line (like hearts or triangles).

MULTI-MASKING: 
Layering several diff treatments 
at once (e.g. charcoal on your 
cheeks, clay on your nose).

vs
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What happens when you take two Aussie 
stunners, both discovered by Girlfriend
Model Search, and fly them off to one
of the world’s most famous modelling
agencies? It goes something like this…

Life after the Girlfriend Model Search 
has been incredible. At school things 

have changed 
– it’s shown me 
who my real 

friends are, who have supported me.
Other than my Girlfriend cover, I 

also did Oyster Magazine which was 
really cool, and I shot with Bonnie 
Hansen Photography – those have 
been my favourite shoots so far.

Lilli and I hadn’t met, but she was so 
nice, we clicked straight away. Once 
we got to New York the atmosphere 
was incredible. I’d been there before 
but only with my parents, so I hadn’t 
experienced it like I got to this time. 

When we went to Times Square it 
was awesome, just seeing the lights 
and everything, I can’t even explain 
how cool it was. I love Times Square. 
Even though I live in a farm type of 
area, I’m a city girl.

I think J.Lo’s house was right near 
where we were staying! We didn’t see 
J.Lo, but we saw Shia LaBeouf – he 
was staying in our hotel. He was 
standing right above us, and Amy 
(from Chic Management) was like, “Do 
you know who Shia LaBeouf is?” and 
he’s just standing over there talking. 
We freaked out – like, “Oh my God!”

We did a test shoot on the roof 
of Next Model Management, it was 
insane. The girls in the agency 
were absolutely stunning. One of 
the models on their books had just 
walked for Victoria’s Secret! The 
people who ran the agency were  
so lovely and friendly as well.

At Next – the people, the names – 
you could tell we were really in New 
York, you could see what it was like 
at the top. I’m a long way off, but if I 
could get there it would be awesome  
– and if not, that’s fine as well.

mily Rin GFMS winner 2015)

TAKES

NEW YORK 

lilli and i  
hadn’t met, but 
she was so 

nice, we clicked 
straight away.

The Statue of Liberty is much smaller in person.
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After Girlfriend Model Search I did 
the Perth Fashion Festival – that 
was probably one of my first major 
highlights, because it was a proper 

fashion event 
and I was quite 
young. It was 

a major thing with professional 
photographers, sound production, 
lights and everything. It was such  
a good vibe.

I was in one of the student 
designer shows, they have the  
edgiest, coolest designs, they just 
have so many new ideas. I had to try 
to remain calm – I was so excited 
behind the scenes, but when I got  
out there I played it cool and 
everything turned out great.

I was so glad when I met Emily, 
I was happy to find someone who 
would be easy to have a great trip 
with. When we got out of the airport 
and were driving into the city, even 
though we just completed a huge 
flight, our eyes were focused on the 
city, like, “Wow, this is it.”

We went to the top of Freedom 
Tower – where the Twin Towers used 
to be – and you could see for miles, 
it was good we went on a clear day. 

At Chelsea Market I treated myself to 
some lobster, which was awesome.

At Next we met everyone – they 
were so lovely – and we got to do 
two photo shoots. One was on top 
of the Next building and you could 
see everything. The other one was in 
Brooklyn, it was super trendy with 
cool clothes and shot on the street. 
Heaps of people stopped and stared!

For one of the shoots we wore big 
coats, light dresses and cool shoes, 
and for the other I wore a leather 
jacket, jeans and heels. 

At the agency it was like a ‘top 
dogs’ kind of thing. You walk in 
and everyone’s so nice, it’s not like 
the stereotypical kind of stuff at all. 
Everyone knew we were coming and 
we felt like VIPs. There were pictures 
of amazing girls on the walls and you 
feel like this is where you want to be.

My advice to this year’s Girlfriend 
Priceline Pharmacy Model Search 
entrants is when you meet the judges 
at the very beginning, just be bubbly 
and be yourself. 

They’re looking for a girl with a 
great personality. Go in there with  
a big smile and they’ll automatically 
think, ‘she’s awesome’.
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EVERYONE  
KNEW WE  

WERE COMING  
AND WE FELT  
LIKE VIPs.

Effortless style 
in the Big Apple.

Emily and Lilli becamebesties straight away.

illi Wat GFMS winner 2014)
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GIRLFRIEND ADVERTORIAL

GET
YOUR

1 Start your look with Models Prefer Argan Infusion Natural

Foundation by applying all over your face for a dewy finish.

2 Next, apply Models Prefer Highlighter Quad to your cheekbones,

above your eyebrows and along the bridge of your nose. Make

sure it’s blended really well for maximum effect!

3 Take your Models Prefer Bronzer and sweep it over the apple

of your cheeks to achieve a super pretty flush of colour.

4 Then, using the end of the Models Prefer Retractable Brow

Pencil in Medium, brush your brows upwards to enhance

their natural definition.

5 For the perfect finishing touch, apply a little lipgloss with

Models Prefer Moisture Lust Lip Tint Shine in Caffeine Hit

and Models Prefer Bold & Beautiful High Impact Mascara in Extra

Black to your lashes. And that’s it. Enjoy your perfect glowy skin!

MODE ER

AVAILABLE EX SIVELY AT

PRICELINE.COM.AU
Prices are Priceline’s normal national sell ing prices and are subject to change.
Prices and stock may vary from store to store and online. While stocks last.

1

2

6

5

WATCH THE HOW-TO VIDEO TO NAIL YOUR LOOK AT 

GIRLFRIEND.COM.AU/MODEL-SEARCH

1.  Models Prefer Argan Infusion Natural Foundation, $16.99

2.  Models Prefer Highl ighter Quad, $10.99

3.  Models Prefer Bronzer, $10.99 

4. Models Prefer Retractable Brow Penci l in Medium, $10.99

5.  Models Prefer Moisture Lust Lip Tint Shine in Caffeine Hit, $7.99

6.  Models Prefer Bold & Beautiful High-Impact Mascara in Extra Black , $14.99

Let your natural beauty shine with 
this radiant look that’s all about the 
glow. Here’s how to nail it yourself 
at home (no makeup artist needed)... 

3

4



Super-literal Status Updater Guy’s

It’s too early for school... zzzzzz.

per-literal Status Updater Guy’s Na

za... again!

Super-literal Status Updater Guy’s Name

nglish class is sooo boring!

Super-literal Status Updater Guy’s Name

tball practice!

Super-literal Status Updater Guy’s Name

Eating pizza.

Coz his life on the 
interwebz is like a 

window into his brain.

He loves doing his best impression  

of The Situation by revealing his  

six-pack to the world on the reg. 

There’s a 99.9 per cent chance 

he sports a man tan. He may 

occasionally enjoy yelling, “FREE 

TICKETS TO THE GUN SHOW”. And 

by occasionally we mean whenever 

the spotlight is off him for more than 

30 seconds. The whole post-workout 

selfie was basically invented by him.

IF YOU’RE INTO HIM: Since the 

way to his heart is through fitness, 

suggest a power walk together.

Disclaimer: Shirtless selfies erryday brah will 

probably not be Zac Efron. Soz about that.

g uys are pretty mysterious sometimes (what’s up 
with the way their shirts button the opposite way 
ours do? Are they from an alternate universe?). 
But hey, conveniently enough, what they think 
about life, the universe and everything is probs 

out there for you to see on their social. Consider this permission to go 
for a deep-lurk and then analyse (overanaylyse?) everything you find. 
We’re pretty sure the dudes you know will fit into these categories…

There’s a good chance he wears more eyeliner 
than you, but no judgment here. He adores a 
good quote about LIFE and DEATH and things 
that are HEAVY :(((( He seems to enjoy thrash 
metal bands, is srsly into D&D and digs books 
with pictures of crows and ravens on the cover. 
IF YOU’RE INTO HIM: Lend him your fave novel 
– you know, the one with the TORTURED, 
ANGSTY, DOOMED LOVE AFFAIR in it.

SUSS HIS

(BASED ON HIS SOCIAL)

vibe

The shirtless 

selfies erryday 

brah 

The D&M super 
emosh Tumblr guy

Likes to pass comment on life’s small stuff. 
So if he’s eating pizza, doing science in the 
arvo or going to Maddie’s party, you won’t be 
left wondering. Don’t worry about reading 
between the lines – there are no lines. He’s one 
of life’s ‘does what it says on the tin’ dudes. 
IF YOU’RE INTO HIM: Handily enough, you 
will always know what he’s doing and where  
he is, so it’ll be heaps easy to run into him 
(with a slice of pizza, maybe?).

The super-literal 
status updater
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6

Science is sooo boringggg!

Opinionated Twee

That game was ri

Opinionated Tweep @opinionated_tweep

That episode of #GoT was epic! 

#GoTSeason6 #JonSnow #whoa

Opinionated Tweep @opinionated_tweep

Can’t wait until I’m old enough to 

vote so I can have my say. #vote

Opinionated Tweep @opinionated_tweep

CANNOT believe we got given a 1000 

word essay for English! #notcool

ted Tweep @opinionated_tweep

on footprint is growing by 

Something needs to be done.

ame

heeeeeeeeeeeyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

heeeeyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

4

He’s got a LOT to say about 
everything and since he’s being 
restricted to 140 characters, he’s 
going to tweet all the time. About 
school. About cult TV. About local 
issues. About national politics. About 
his favourite (and most hated) sports 
team. His life motto is ‘everyone is 
entitled to my opinion’.
IF YOU’RE INTO HIM: Fire him up 
with a heated debate – sparks will fly.

Possibly one of your best 
friends, he’s always tagging  
you in stuff he knows you’ll 

heart. Cat in a box? Tagged you. 
Fail going viral? Tagged. New 
Doge meme? Much tagging, 

very tag. Huge chance he 
knows how to make a funny 

Vine or how to rant hilariously 
at a camera for YouTube. He’s 

an awesome person to have 
around, because who doesn’t 

like to laugh ’til they snort?
IF YOU’RE INTO HIM: Show 

him you know what HE loves 
by returning the favour and 

tagging him for a change.

Did he fall asleep on his keyboard? He’ll never say “hey”, always 
“heeeeeyyyyyy” (in your DMs on FB or Twitter, comment on Insta, 

literally anywhere, anytime, everywhere). Heeeeyyyyy guy, if you 
like him, can be cute and flirty. Or he can be a bit like Milhouse, 

raising his eyebrows at you a lil too enthusiastically.
IF YOU’RE INTO HIM: Don’t send him just a “hi”, coz it’ll come off  
a bit frosty. Show you’re keen with lots of e’s and y’s if you have to.

Any dude who knows the power of a well-placed giant emoji or the brilliance of pretending to vomit rainbows is probs good value IRL. Ditto if he’s always derping or otherwise showing you a not-so-vain side of himself. He loves being spontaneous and he also likes how the stuff he uploads is ~temporary~ (coz he gets in trouble sometimes, you know what we mean).IF YOU’RE INTO HIM: Make him laugh with a too-brilliant visual  pun. Or you could just snap him  a selfie with a poop emoji.

This could go a couple of ways, depending on his reason for opting out 
(like, is he a spy? With a secret identity?) Assuming there’s no scary-ass 

reason for his lack of a social media presence, he might be doing it because 
he adores being different and likes staying connected IRL (signs of this: 

rides a fixie bike, wears op shop clothing, can pronounce “quinoa”). 
IF YOU’RE INTO HIM: Make him a mixtape (on an actual cassette tape!)  

or do something saaah TBT that even he’s like, “Whoa”. 

The opinionated 
Tweep 

The welcome 
distraction

The “heeeeyyyyyyy” guy

The 10 
Snapchats 
a day guy 

The “I don’t use social” guy
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When it comes to
experimenting with
makeup, you just love
being bold! Like Kandee,
you’re always changing
your look – whether it’s
dyeing your hair fire engine
red or using the power of
makeup to transform into
a Disney princess, you’re
always trying something
new and exciting!

Never pair bright lips 
with heavy shadow? 
Pfft, yeah right! Like the 
gorgeous Ellarie, you 
follow your own makeup 
rules! You’ve never met 
a shade of lipstick you 
didn’t like, and you live 
for the bright end of  
an eyeshadow palette!

Which
is your BFF?
bloggerbeauty

Use the free viewa

app and scan this

page to see the

beauty bloggers

in action.

WATCH
THIS

Primers and blenders
and brushes, oh my!

4 YOU DON’T WANNA BRAG, BUT 
YOU’RE AMAZING AT CREATING…

9 IS HALLOWEEN YOUR 
FAVE DAY OF THE YEAR?

5YOUR HAIR COLOUR
OF CHOICE IS…

1 YOU WOULDN’T LEAVE THE 
HOUSE WITHOUT WEARING…

6YOU BELIEVE
MAKEUP SHOULD…

2WOULD YOU EVER WEAR BOLD 
LIPS WITH SMOKY EYES?

8YOU’RE ALL ABOUT
A NATURAL LOOK.

7HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT 
COLOURED EYESHADOW?

3 YOUR BEAUTY 
IDOL IS…

Like homegrown beauty 
guru Loz Curtis, you’re 
all about having a flawless 
base with one defining 
feature (like a statement 
red lip paired with nude 
eye shadow). While your 
speciality lies in your 
ability to create a natural 
yet glam look, you’re not 
averse to going all out with 
a dramatic look when the 
occasion calls for it.

Want to look like Beyoncé 
today? Done. How about 
Edward Scissorhands? 
Too easy! Like makeup 
artist Promise Phan, 
you’re super creative 
when it comes to out-
there looks, and you  
love going above and 
beyond when it comes 
to creating an artistic 
makeup look that’s perfect 
for any dress up party.

Lauren Curtis
 LAURENBEAUTYY 

Promise Phan
 DOPE2111 

Kandee Johnson 
 KANDEEJOHNSON 

Ellarie
 ELLARIESWORLD 

Foundation 

and mascara.

Super

glowy

skin
.

Lipstick.

Moisturiser.

Flawless winged
eyeliner.

Kylie Je
nner.

I can ta
ke

it o
r le

ave it.

Enhance

your lo
ok.

Rihanna.

Sure, whynot!

Red, blue,
purple – 

anythingbright!

No.

Transform
your look.

No way.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

The colour you
 were born with,

 obvs. The brighter
the better!
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Follow us on Insta 

@GIRLFRIENDMAG for the best funnies, 

guaranteed to make life more bearable.

Like us on 
Facey  

for newsworthy celeb gossip  

and unmissable content!

Talk to us on Twitter @girlfriendmag
News and trends? You’ll be the first to know.

We’ve got all the bases covered
WANT MORE GF? YEAH YOU DO!

Like

Follow us  

on Snapchat 

 

to get to know  

the real GFs with 

behind-the-scenes 

office antics +  

celeb cameos!

Hit us up on YouTube 
Want celeb vids and must-see 

fashion and beauty tips?  

Our YouTube channel 

 

is where it’s at!



ARE YOU A CLOSET
You don’t need a Burn Book to be a mean girl. Sometimes 

it’s the little things that can hurt your friends.

mean girl?mean girl?
Y

ou send a Snap to the squad but 

leave her out and claim it was 

an accident. An invitation to 

hang with the girls isn’t extended 

to her – but hey, it was a last 

minute thing. She found out your crush 

asked you out days after the rest of  

the girls (only because she heard it from 

someone outside the group), and she  

just ‘doesn’t fit’ in the back seat of the 

bus with the rest of you when you go  

on school excursions.

You still sit together every lunchtime, 

so it’s not that bad. Besides, it’s not like 

you’re Regina George from Mean Girls. 
Right?

Wait – you call that bullying?
Well, maybe. Vikki Ryall, of youth mental 
health foundation headspace, says while 
leaving your friends out of group activities 
on occasion isn’t exactly bullying, it’s 
definitely a sign of bullying behaviour. 
Particularly if it’s intentional, and especially 
if this behaviour happens regularly.

While you might think it’s not bullying 
because that’s not your intention, it makes 
no difference to those on the receiving end.

She says there’s a variety of bullying 
behaviours which can affect us in many 
different ways, including our mental health.

Vikki adds occasional bullying 
behaviour from the people you see as 
close to you (read: your girlfriends) can 
feel even worse than more hardcore 
bullying tactics from the resident school 
bully or online trolls.

“When people who we see as 
trustworthy engage in meanness it’s 
particularly difficult,” she says, adding  
we tend to feel more vulnerable with  
our friends, most probably because  
we don’t have our guard up when we  
are around them.

NUMBER 
CRUNCHING

“There’s a girl in our group who’s annoying,” says Eliana. 
“Sometimes I purposely don’t invite her to things, and I do 
leave her out of conversations we have on Facebook.”

Eliana still sees her as part of the group and invites 
her to most things, but says the girl’s own mean streak 
means it’s easier to avoid her.

“She makes out like she’s nice but really she’s  
two-faced,” Eliana explains. “She does it because she 
doesn’t want people to mess with her, but it makes  
us want to avoid her instead.”

According to Vicki, this girl’s behaviour might be 
a reflection of her own issues, which in 

turn leads her friends to exclude her. She says it can be 
hard to understand long-term consequences of situations 

– if we feel hurt or left out, it can be possible to then 
do the same thing to others without realising we’re 

dishing out identical bad feels.
Eliana says she’s pretty sure the girl is aware 

she’s being left out, but the fact she doesn’t say 
anything makes Eliana and her friends feel better.

“I’ve tried to make an effort but it’s not worth 
it,” she says. “I don’t see myself as a mean girl. 

We don’t want her to be upset, but inviting 
her to everything fills me with dread. She 

won’t change, so why 
should I?” 

Eliana, 14,  

admits she 

intentionally excludes 

a girl in her squad,  

but feels it’s justified 

because she’s not the 

only one who  

does it. 

43% of you  
have been in  
an online fight.

46% OF YOU  
HAVE BEEN 
INTENTIONALLY 
LEFT OUT OF AN 
ONLINE GROUP.

53% OF YOU 
HAVE DONE 
SOMETHING 

ONLINE YOU 
REGRET. 

Yeah, but no 
friendship 
is perfect
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Talk it out
What if the sitch is flipped? Joanne, 17, had been  

on the receiving end of bullying behaviour from her 

friends, who started leaving her out of plans. She says 

most of the time they had no idea that they hurt her. 

“They would make plans in front of me and just  

not invite me along and they created a Facebook 

group and left me out of it,” she 

explains. “They never saw anything 

wrong with it.”

If you’re a clueless mean girl, having 

the person you exclude tell you how they

feel is the first step to solving the issue. But

even if they’re an introvert they shouldn’t

suffer in silence, particularly if it’s having

a big impact on their self-esteem.

Instead, Vikki suggests taking a close 

look at your own behaviour.

“It’s important to ask yourself about 

your core values,” she says. “Think about 

how you want to be treated by others 

and behave accordingly.”

Worried that you can’t see your own bad 

behaviour? Sometimes it’s worth asking for an honest 

opinion about whether you’re acting out of line.

“Someone from another school or another trusted 

friend might be able to step in and help,” Vikki says. 

She also suggests looking at spaces like headspace 

and ReachOut for advice, or using an app like reword, 

which acts like a spell checker for your text messages 

to identify any words or phrases that could be bullying 

in nature or have negative connotations. 

Switching off social media – which can affect you 

more than you think – also helps.

“Bullying can occur 24/7 if people are 

looking at it,” she says. “Disconnecting from 

social media and allocating that time to 

negotiating relationships is important.”

Looking at Tay-Tay and her friends, it’s 

easy to see that positive friendships are 

super-rewarding (and don't just make amaze 

Insta snaps). Keeping your behaviour in 

check is crucial, but it’s also about keeping 

yourself happy so you’re a better friend.

Vikki says we all should strive to live 

positively. Eating healthily, getting good 

sleep, and putting aside time for relaxation 

and hobbies has a ripple effect in managing 

neg feels, plus it improves how you get on with 

everyone else. 

Things come and go, but a good squad has your 

back for life. It’s worth it to keep them on side.

THEY  
HAD NO 

IDEA THAT 
THEY HURT 

HER

“They would make plans in
front of me and just not 
invite me along and they 

created a Facebook group 
and left me out of it.”
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What really happens during a panic attack.

w hen Allison was 
16 she had her 
first panic attack, 
but she had no 
idea what was 

happening to her at the time. Worse still, she 
had it on her birthday while celebrating with 
her fam in a restaurant.

“Suddenly, I felt very hot and nauseated. It 
felt like the world was closing in on me,” she 
says. She told her mum she was feeling sick  
so they went outside for some fresh air. After a 
few minutes her heart rate returned to normal, 
but it scared Allison because she had no idea 
what was happening to her or what caused her 
to have a panic attack.

Allison is far from alone. According to 
beyondblue, which provides resources to work 
through anxiety and depression, one in six 
Aussie teens experiences anxiety. We also know 
from this year’s Girlfriend Body & Mind survey 
that for 21 per cent of you everything causes 
you stress, and seven in 10 of you feel pressure 
from yourselves – so that’s a lot of you who  
are feeling really, really, really far from chill.

Having a panic attack can be scary and 
make you feel isolated, but learning what to 
do when you feel one about to strike can take 
away a lot of the fear associated with them.

“Panic attacks are intense waves of fear 
or worry that are accompanied by strong 
physical sensations including racing heart, fast 
shallow breathing, cold sweats, trembling and 
butterflies in the stomach or nausea,” explains 
Dr Stephen Carbone, the policy, evaluation 
and research leader at beyondblue.

It’s totally normal to feel stressed out
or anxious at times, like when you have an
important test coming up, you’re preparing
for a big sporting event, or your parents are
fighting, but when these feelings start to
interfere with daily life, that means they’ve
reached an abnormal level. Panic attacks are
just one of the ways anxiety can present itself.

Sometimes you might be stressed out 
without even realising it, which is exactly  
what happened to Allison.

“I was really stressed out with school because 
I couldn’t figure out what I wanted to do with 
my life, and on top of that, my grandfather and 
cat died in the same month,” she says. “I don’t 
think I knew how to handle it. I had a really
bad panic attack that lasted for two hours, and
from then on I was never able to shake them.”

The fear of having a panic attack kept
Allison from living a normal life.

“I never wanted to go out with my friends
or do normal things because I was so worried
I would have another attack,” she says.

“calm down”

What exactly is going on

en these 
feelings start to 

interfere with daily 
life, that means  

they’ve reached an 
abnormal level. 

Panic attacks are 
just one of the

ways anxiety c
present itsel

No, I can’t just 
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Dr Natalie says the key to managing stress on
a regular basis is do exactly what Allison did
– talk about the things you’re worried about
and take care of yourself.

“Exercise regularly, get enough sleep and
find ways to relax that you enjoy,” she says.
“That might mean doing yoga, listening to
music, playing sports or even meditating.”

Allison found that talking about the things
in her life that made her feel stressed or sad
helped, including having some good chats
with her mum. She still has panic attacks
occasionally but they don’t scare her as much
as they did before, because now she knows how
to manage them.

Whether the stress in your life presents
itself in an intense burst like a panic attack or
just an overall bad mood that seems last far
too long, it’s always important to keep in mind
whatever you’re feeling will pass. What you’re
experiencing is just that – a moment.

“You will find your place of calm again,”
Allison says. “It’s just a matter of taking the
steps to get there.”

How to deal with the stuff
that stresses you out

Dr Natalie Gray, the chief medical officer
at headspace, a mental health resource
for teens and young adults, says if you’ve
never had a panic attack before and you
feel one coming on, call a doctor.

“Panic attacks can mimic other
medical conditions, so it’s important to
get checked out,” she says.

If they are a recurring problem, Dr
Stephen from beyondblue says the best
thing to do when you start experiencing
one is to slow down your breathing.

“Close your eyes and count to three as
you breathe in, and then count to three
as you breathe out,” he says.

But it’s also just as important to
deal with the underlying issues of your
stress, to help get to the root of the
problem to cut the attacks off before
they even happen. In Allison’s case,
this was about getting professional
help and anti-anxiety medication.

“Honestly, I refused to get help for
a long time, but eventually I hit rock
bottom and knew I had to take care
of myself so I could live a normal life,”
Allison explains. “I learned it’s not a bad
thing to ask for help. It doesn’t make
you weak or a failure. If anything, it
makes you stronger.”

Remain calm yourself and take your
friend’s panic attack seriously.
Don’t tell them ‘just calm down’. Know
this is something out of their control.
  Ask your friend to sit or lie down and 
help them do a breathing exercise, such 
as placing a hand on their chest and 
another hand on their stomach and 
concentrating on making the ‘chest’ 
hand rise, instead of the ‘stomach’ hand.

What to do in the moment

How to help a friend 
through a panic attack
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1 Using the painter’s
tape, section off a

corner, then two lines.

2 Paint 2-3 coats
inside the tape.

Allow to dry between 
each coat.

3 Carefully remove 
the tape.

We found all

our supplies at

Spotlight!

I Made it:
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Refresh your stationery stash with 

these super spesh goodies. MONOGRAM
notebook
YOU WILL NEED:

* Notebook

* Felt sheets (two colours)

* Letter template

* Scissors

* Fabric glue

1Measure the front and
back cover of your

notebook and cut out a piece
of felt to those dimensions.
Glue that piece of felt to
your notebook.

2 Cut out your letter in the
other felt colour. Glue

it to the bottom right hand
corner of your notebook. 

1 Print and cut out your
favourite Instagram pics.

Plan where you would like
them positioned on the cover  
of your notebook.

2Glue them to the front
cover of your notebook.

3 Brush Mod Podge over
the entire cover of your

notebook and allow it to dry.

YOU WILL NEED:

* Notebook

* Print copies of

Instagram pics

* Scissors

* Glue

* Mod PodgeInstagram book cover

Gold leaf notebook

YOU WILL NEED:

* Notebook

* Painter’s tape

* Scissors

* Paint

* Paint brush
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Share yours online

YOU WILL NEED:

****

1 Carefully cut the hook
off your earrings using

your pliers.
2 Place your earring in

the centre back of the
earpiece. Glue down.

Personalised
drink bottle

1 Trace your
letter back to

front on contact
paper and cut it out.

2 Remove the
backing paper

from the contact
and apply the letter
to the drink bottle.Embellished headphones

YOU WILL
NEED:

** Earrings

* Pliers

* Glue

GF diy1 Put tape on the metal 
clip of your clipboard so 

you don’t get any paint on it. 
Paint two coats of chalkboard paint on 
your clipboard – one coat horizontally, 
the second coat vertically. Allow to dry 
between coats.

2 Using either a stencil or freehand, 
paint ‘Things To Do’ in white 

opaque paint. Allow to dry.

YOU WILL NEED:

*****

Chalkboard clipboard

Paper wrapped 
pens
YOU WILL NEED:

* Pens

*

1Measure the length and width 
of your pens to determine how 

much paper will fit inside. Cut a 
piece of patterned paper to that size. 

2 Remove the cap and ink stick 
from your pens and slide in the 

rolled patterned paper. 

3 Pop the cap and ink stick  
back into your pens. 
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…JUST FOR BEING AWESOME!
F E

how to enter

5 TO GIVE
AWAY

Luv Ur Skin is a natural, Australian made 
skin care range created for girls by a girl 
just like you! We’re giving 24 lucky GFs a 
Luv Ur Skin complete prize pack including 
the entire skin care range, glow in the 
dark nail polish sets and some funky 
shoelaces! Available at Priceline Pharmacy.
For more details go to luvurskin.com.au.

VS Sassoon Fashion Curl features innovative auto-curl 
technology for fast and fabulous curls in seconds! The 
Fashion Curl is one of the simplest but most effective 

styling tools ever. To curl, simply place a section of 
hair through the centre of the styler. Press the handles 
together and wait until the Fashion Curl beeps. When 
it stops beeping gently open the handle to release the 
perfect curl! GF are giving away 12 of VS Sassoon’s new

Fashion Curls in two on-trend Pantone
colours, fuchsia and mint.

10 TO GIVE AWAY
If you’re looking for a

new scent, we’ve got you
covered! We’re giving
10 GFs the chance to 
win a 100mL bottle of 
Juicy Couture Viva La 

Juicy! Made from a mix 
of mandarin orange, wild 

berries, honeysuckle, 
gardenia and amber, 

this crisp, fun and flirty 
fragrance is made for the 
Juicy Girl who has it all!

4 TO GIVE AWAY
Use Personail Nail Polish Wraps 
on the go, with no drying time, 
heat or smell. They’ll give you 
flawless looking nails in under 

10 minutes, are easy to apply 
and are great for any occasion. 
GF are giving away four packs 
of Personail Nail Wraps that’ll 

last you a whole year! We’ll 
even throw in a free Personail 

gift set. Shop at personail.com. 

Not tested on animals and 100 per cent Aussie, 
Australis turns 30 later this year and brings you
the latest and greatest in cosmetics and tanning!
GF are giving away five huge Australis cosmetics
packs, including all you need for gorgeous lips,

eyes and nails. 

12 TO GIVE 
AWAY24 TO GIVE 

AWAY



Melie, 18, is a next-level cook,
and has just released her own
collection of a-mazing cake, 
pastry and slice recipes.

Life as told by
you

“I PUBLISHED MY
OWN BAKING BOOK!”



“it's amazing
getting an advance
copy and seeing it
all come to life. 

it's unreal!˝

Oh hey, pink
grapefruit, lime and

mascarpone pie!

I first started baking with my
mum when I was four. It’s
been a family thing – my
mum, grandma and great-
grandma have all loved

cooking, and passed it down to me. After
years of experimenting by
cooking with the family,
I eventually learnt to
bake things like cakes
and pastries on my own.
Soon I started making
stuff I was really proud
of and then I would post 
them online.

I was in Year 9 when I created my blog
Melie The Baker. Friends started to order
cakes for each other’s birthdays after seeing
my pics (and Instagram posts), and it all
just grew from there.

After I started to get more followers, I got
a write-up on a popular foodie website here in
New Zealand. When it was published I began
to get about 15 orders for my cakes a week,
but I couldn’t take them all on – I was too 
busy with school. 

These days I’m still super busy doing a
science degree (majoring in Food Science) at
Auckland University, so balancing my studies
with my baking has been the biggest struggle

– at the moment I fit all
my baking commissions 
in on the weekend.

I’ve always wanted to write a cookbook
full of my own recipes, and now Melie’s
Kitchen is really
happening!

The book
is divided
into three
sections –
cakes and
cupcakes;
cookies
and slices;
and
pastries.
Choux pastry is
the best! Tarts are
my fave things  
to make.

I hit up Instagram and Pinterest
for ideas about how it was going to look

and made a LOT of mood
boards. Then I started coming up with
all the recipes. I took my go-to base recipes
for things like pastry, then added a new spin
on them. It’s actually quite tricky coz you
have to get all the measurements exactly 
right. Baking really is a science!

After
finalising my
ideas, I got a
professional
photographer
to take lots
of pics of my
creations for
the book! I love the
whole marble and pale wood
look, and the photographer
made it look great by styling
my food with cool props.

It’s amazing getting an
advance copy and seeing it all
come to life. It’s unreal! You look
at it and say, “That’s my book!”

This is the
cake that

started
everything!

After posting
my signature

banoffee and
hazelnut cake

online, the
orders started

flowing in.

My banana, coconut
and chocolate mud

pie with chai
whipped cream is
one of my faves.

Just casually cooking
up a batch of banana
and white chocolate

brûlée doughnuts, 
as you do.

Check out my book IRL!
Melie’s Kitchen, $39.99.
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“I created my own online clothing store 
to raise money for a good cause!”

BEC, 23, IS THE CEO AND FOUNDER OF MAX AILEY, A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE  
THAT RAISES FUNDS TO SUPPORT VICTIMS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING.

“I WAS
REALLY

INSPIRED TO
DO SOMETHING

TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.”

hen I was 17, a woman from Project
Futures came to our school to
talk to the students about human
trafficking – the recruitment and
harbouring of people for forced

labour or sex work, through fraud and abuse.
I learnt that in Cambodia a lot of families are forced to sell their

children to pay the bills, and in Eastern Europe a man might con a
woman into a false relationship with the intention of trapping and

selling her. They talked to our class about
getting involved in fundraising events
that were happening in Cambodia to help out victims, and I was
really inspired to volunteer and do something to make a difference.

During the school holidays I ended
up participating in six incredible
fundraising challenges – highlights
included an 800km bike ride from
Vietnam to Cambodia, and we even  
ran an epic half marathon!

While on these trips we went to safe houses where we got to meet
a lot of young girls and hear their stories. Once the organisation even
sponsored more than 200 human trafficking survivors to go on a beach
trip, and we got to hang out with them and learn more about the

journey they had been through. It was life-changing.
That’s when I really fell in love with the 
Cambodian people and their cause.

After fundraising for Project Futures for six years, I started
running out of ideas about how to raise money. Events were cool  
and everything, but I wanted to do something different.

That’s when I decided to
start my own organisation,
Max Ailey (maxailey.org), to
help out. At the moment, we’re focusing on raising funds
through our online clothing store. We sell things like snapbacks and
shirts (designed by me) and hope to launch a full range of surf and
skate wear one day soon. It’s cool because the charity aspect is the
driving force behind the brand.

At the moment I’m running Max Ailey on my own, but sometimes
my friends get dragged into helping. We’re always looking for extra
help – people who are creative and would like to use their skills

to help others. It’d be cool to get a group of
people who are interested in graphic
design and fashion to help design the
Max Ailey line. I enjoy it, but it’s not my main talent.

I definitely want to go back to Cambodia one day, and also help
victims of human trafficking in Eastern Europe. If I can get a full
range of Max Ailey clothing out and help spread the word around 

Australia that would be cool too!

I want to get back
to Cambodia soon to

help more people.

Me rocking
my own Max
Ailey gear.

I’ve been regularly
volunteering in Cambodia 

since I was 17!
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BRIELLA, 20, IS THE FOUNDER OF YOUR CLOSET,
AN ONLINE DESIGNER DRESS RENTAL STORE THAT
HAS DELIVERED CLOSE TO $1 MILLION WORTH OF 

DRESSES TO GIRLS AROUND AUSTRALIA.

“I want everyone to have a
formal dress that they LOVE!” 

“girls who
rent my dresses
post photos online
and tell me how
happy they are.˝

hen I was in Year 12 I had a bunch of
different formals to go to, and I kept
thinking what a shame it was that my
friends and I had to buy amazing – and
expensive – dresses, only to wear them

for this one big night. It seemed like such a waste!

That’s when I got the idea for my online 
store, Your Closet (your-closet.com.au).

I wanted girls going to school formals to have the opportunity to
rent an amazing designer dress for a night, rather than spending a lot
of money on something they’ll hardly ever wear.

Luckily my dad has his own business, so when I told him about my
idea to create an online party dress rental store he was really supportive

and helpful. My friends were absolutely amazing as well! I began by
reaching out to high-end Australian designers to tell them about

the concept of the store and ask if they’d like to be part of it, and
it just grew from there. I was amazed with how many people
were instantly keen to contribute.

At the moment I have brands like Camilla, Alex Perry and
Josh Goot available to rent on the site, which is awesome.

For me the most rewarding thing
about starting my own business is

seeing the reactions that I get from
my customers. Girls who rent my dresses

often post photos online and tell me
how happy they are with what
they’ve chosen. We’ve got a tab on the site
where customers can review their formal dresses and let
others know about how they fit and sit on them. Like,
“This dress runs small so I’d suggest getting a size up!”
It’s kind of like a forum, an open space for girls to talk
about formals and fashion and make sure that they find

something that works for them. Their reactions 
are the best!

While building up Your Closet I managed to finish school
and started studying at uni. I’m halfway through a media and
commerce degree but have deferred my studies to focus on my

business. Yep, I’m that busy I thought
I’d focus on one thing for now!

I hope to go back one day and finish it off, but at the moment
I’m enjoying working full-time and am excited coz I just moved
into my very own office, which is a HUGE milestone for me!

Moving into my own
office has been an
exciting milestone!

Me and
my friends
at one of

our formals.

I love
it when

customers
send me
photos

of them
in their
dresses.
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HORRENDOUS. HORRIFIC. HILARIOUS.

embarrassing
haha 
haha!

Formal fail
It was our Year 11 formal and  

I was walking back to the dance 

floor from the bathroom. All of a 

sudden people started looking  

at me weirdly – a few were  

even pointing and whispering  

to each other then laughing – 

and I couldn’t figure out why. 

When I finally got back to the 

dance floor, my friends ran up 

and dragged me back into the 

bathroom, because my dress  

was tucked into my undies for 

everyone to see! It was the 

absolute worst. Tayla, Vic

Cruise
cringe

I was in kids club on a cruise 
ship with my family. There  
was a really popular activity 
happening in my age group  

so I decided to go along. After 
the class was over, we were all 
doing stretches and as I bent 
down I did a really big fart!

Heaps of peo ere and
they w at me!

Qld

mpy 

a plane to Fiji 
whole family, they 

itting at the front of the 
d I was separated from them sitting 

at the very back. I was bored, so I decided to 
take selfies. (I was wearing a large sombrero 
and sunglasses too.) I took hundreds of photos 
and accidentally bumped the woman next to 
me, but I noticed she was getting annoyed so 
I stopped. She then asked the air hostess if 
she could move seats! Brittney, NSW

See-through sitch
I was in swimming class at school and was wearing bathers  
on the bottom, but with a regular T-shirt on top. The whole 
class was waiting in line in the pool for the class to start and  
I was in the shallowest end, right near the change room. All of 
a sudden my teacher swam up to me and asked really quietly  
if I had a bra in my bag. She saw that I was confused and 
whispered, “Your T-shirt is see-through.” I was mortified and 
immediately crossed my arms over my chest, swam to the 
edge of the pool and ran to the change rooms. When I came 
back people were staring at me and giggling. Emily, Qld

e re th
w e all looking a

 was so cringe. Joy, Q

B m
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s a
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e
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EMAIL YOUR EMBARRASSING 
STORY TO GIRLFRIEND@
PACIFICMAGS.COM.AU. 

REMEMBER TO INCLUDE YOUR 
NAME AND ADDRESS! DETAILS 
WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.

Traumatic trip
It was the last day of term and the

whole school had a swimming day. Me
and my bestie were hanging out by the
edge of the pool when my crush came

up behind her to try and scare her. She
screamed and tripped sideways into the
pool, but not before grabbing me first!

She ended up pulling on the material of
my swimming gear, making me flash
everyone! To make matters worse my
crush saw the whole thing. I’ll never

live it down. Gabriella, NSW

Stuck on you
It was near Christmas time and we had an awards assembly

chool. When it was my turn to collect my award I stood

d realised the back of my skirt was stuck to somethin

sat on a half-eaten candy cane! I tried to brush it of

uldn’t budge and just made my hands all sticky

ly got to the front of the stage and went

acher’s hand he looked totally grossed out

s standing with my candy cane butt in front

of the whole school. Eek! Jamie, Vic

Band practice
blunder
I got to school early one morning to
get ready for band practice. It took
me a while to set up my instrument,
but as soon as I finished I realised I
didn’t recognise anyone in my class
– it turned out I was in the wrong
room! It was the senior band
rehearsing, but I was in the
junior band. I was nervous
about getting teased by
the seniors, so I just
hid behind a drum
and pretended to
play until it was
over. It was so
humiliating!
Stella, Qld

Congrats!
If your letter appears on this 
month’s How Embarrassing 

page, you have won a Honey 
Bronze Highlighting Dome 

from The Body Shop!

a

– I ha s

but it w

en I fin
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y

d
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y.

t!

t

Trolle  turmoil
I was out grocery shopping with my mum and 

she made me push the trolley. I was finding it 

really tough coz it had a wobbly wheel at the 

front, which made it go slightly sideways. Some 

people I knew walked past me and I kinda lost 

concentration and ran straight into a stack  

of boxes with the trolley! They seriously went 

everywhere and everyone stared laughing  

at me. It was so embarrassing! Lilly, Qld
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GIRLFRIEND ADVERTORIAL

LET THE PARTY BEGIN...

FINDING TRUE LOVE
The fifth and final novel in Kiera Cass’ 

bestselling ‘Selection’ series is out now! 

Twenty years have passed since America 

Singer and Prince Maxon fell in love, and 

now their daughter Eadlyn is the first 

princess to hold a Selection of her own. 

Eadlyn didn’t think she would find a real 

partner among the Selection’s thirty-five 

suitors, let alone true love. But sometimes 

the heart has a way of surprising you… 

DON’T MISS IT!
John Marsden’s best-selling 

novel is reborn in this 

awesome new series. Action-

packed and completely 

thrilling, it tells the story 

of a group of teenagers who 

return from a camping 

trip and find themselves in 

the middle of a war no-one 

saw coming. The series is 

available now on DVD.

SMOKIN’ STYLE
The Models Prefer Ash Nude 

Eyeshadow Palette is everything you 

need to create your best ever sultry 

nude eye! This must-have palette 

features beautiful velvet touch matt 

and shimmering shades so you can 

create a range of looks for every 

occasion. RRP $12.99. 

Available at Priceline and 

Priceline Pharmacy stores or 

online at priceline.com.au.

SPEEDY CLEANSING 
Caring for delicate skin and 

preventing breakouts, Girl Lane 

Gentle Cleansing Wipes are made 

for girls on the go! They’re

available at Priceline Pharmacy 

or visit girllane.com.au.

HOT GEAR

DANGEROUS GAMES
Jamie’s little sister has been kidnapped. 

And he thinks he can use game theory – 

the strategy of predicting an opponent’s 

actions – to get Phoebe back. But can 

he outfox the kidnapper or is he putting 

his and his sister’s lives at risk?

Game Theory by Barry Jonsberg is a 

gripping thriller for young adults that will 

keep you hooked from start to finish. RRP 

$19.99. Find it where good books are sold!

Hook
ME UP
Your guide to the best finds  

and new products in Girlfriend.  

Don’t worry, we’ll hook you up!
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BECKHAM
Brooklyn
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GOMEZ
Selena
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LOVE BITEAT

Mind Body Life
FIRST

Turns out posting photos of your meal on Insta can actually
make it taste better! (Seriously guys, it’s science.) The time it
takes to snap the perfect pic provides a delay in consumption,
and this anticipation positively influences our perception of
the food once we get around to eating it. So next time you

head out for brunch, slap a filter on your feast – it’ll up your 
’gram game AND make that acai bowl extra delish!

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG65
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FAST four:

alaala

FAST four: MINDFULNESS 
BOOKS
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The Mindfulness

Colouring Book: Anti-

Stress Art Therapy

for Busy People

Emma Farrarons

HEADSPACE FEELING

FRIED? THESE ANTI-STRESS

BOOKS WILL UP YOUR

CHILL FACTOR FROM

ZERO TO ZEN. 

100 Ways

to Happiness:

A Guide for

Busy People

Dr Timothy  

J. Sharp

A Mindfulness

Guide for the

Frazzled

Ruby Wax

#HigherSelfie

Wake Up Your

Life. Free Your

Soul. Find Your

Tribe

Lucy Sheridan

& Jo Westwood

“I truly, truly
believe that

beauty is something
that comes from

within. You can only
really look beautiful
if you feel beautiful 

on the inside.”

Emma Watson

WTH IS… deodorant paste?
Think of this guy like a natural
alternative to the sprays and roll-ons
you probably have at home. It has all
the same magic skills (neutralises body
odour, hydrates the skin and smells
delish), but minus any harsh chemicals
or synthetic ingredients. Use your fingers
to spread it – you only need the teensiest 
bit – and you’re good to glow.
Babs Bodycare Deodorant Paste, $14.



a
Next time you feel that whole

I’m-totally-wasting-my-life-away
vibe after tapping through countless

Snapchat stories, just remind yourself:
it’s totally good for you. According

to research from the journal
Information, Communication &

Society, Snapchat makes users happier
than any other form of social media.

And why’s that? Because spontaneity!
As opposed to FB when it’s all about
that party, holiday or birthday, the

research revealed Snapchat provides
users with a distinct space for sharing

the small moments which fill us
with all the fuzzies. SO true!

GF: As a pro surfer, you’re outdoors a LOT! How

important is protecting your skin?

Sally: Very! As Australians we’re such outdoorsy people,
so it’s important to stay covered.
GF: What’s your sun-smart routine?

Sally: In the morning I always put on an SPF moisturiser
and sunscreen. It’s all about being organised and having
the essentials to protect your skin all day long. I love
wearing big floppy hats too!
GF: How does your sun protection differ when you’re

out in the surf all day, compared to when you’re just

chilling at home?

Sally: When I’m training I use sunscreen and a heavy-
duty foundation zinc, which I reapply every two hours.
On a normal day I use a day cream under makeup with
sunscreen in it.
GF: You’re the spokeswoman for Pretty Shady. Can you

tell us one of the craziest facts about sun protection

you’ve learnt since accepting that role?

Sally: Two out of three Aussies will be diagnosed with skin
cancer in their lifetime, but by protecting your skin you
can stop 95 per cent of melanomas!

1KEEP YOUR CHANGE (LITERALLY). Every

week take that $5 note you have floating

around in your wallet and pop it somewhere

safe. If you do this every week for a few months

your ASOS dreams could come true!

2MAKE YOUR BED. Yep, according to the book

The Power of Habit the simple act of making

your bed every day makes you more organised

and productive in other areas of your life – coz

the state of your bed is the state of your head.

3DAYDREAM. Zoning off ain’t all that bad.

Research has shown that letting your mind
wander can boost your problem solving skills.

4BE MINIMAL. When you cull your space
on the reg (think your room, desk or even

wardrobe) you’re clearing your mind too.
Yep, less really is more.

Peppermint: A natural de-stresser

that helps out with digestion (a cup

on a sore tummy helps HEAPS).

Echinacea: Basically your best

mate if you have a cold.

Oolong: Full of antioxidants that

can prevent tooth decay.

Lemongrass and ginger: Immune

system boosting, baby.

Licorice: Said to help relieve PMS

symptoms, including things like

those epic cramps.

FOUR HABITS THAT CAN LEGIT

change your life 5 MINS WITH…

Sally
itzgibbons
Sally

Fitzgibbons

teas with health goalsInto it: It’s no secret that winter plus a cup of tea equals
lazy day goals. But we’re obsessed with the fact that
there’s a host of legit health benefits associated with
particular types of tea. This month pick your flavour
according to your particular needs, starting with…

Pukka

lemongrass

and ginger

tea, $7.95

Pukka three
licorice tea,

$7.95

IT’S WINTER (DUH), BUT THIS

LEGENDARY AUSSIE SURFER

AND AMBASSADOR FOR THE

PRETTY SHADY CAMPAIGN IS

STILL ALL ABOUT THAT SPF…

AND YOU SHOULD BE TOO.
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Chef’s tips:

EatEat
SERVES 4
PREP 25 MINS
COOK 40 MINS

Winter got you feeling cold

and sick? Try these – they're the 

food equivalent of a hug.

Soup can be made, and pasta cooked,

up to four days ahead. Keep in the fridge, 

or freeze for up to two months.



meme
SERVES 6-8
PREP 20 MINS
COOK 20 MINS

 1½ tblsps olive oil

 1 onion, finely chopped

 2 bacon rashers, finely chopped

 2 stalks celery, finely chopped

 1 carrot, peeled, finely chopped

 2 cloves garlic, crushed

 1 litre (4 cups) chicken stock

 2 x 410g cans crushed tomatoes

 400g can cannellini beans, drained

 Salt and pepper, to taste

 1 cup maccheroni pasta

 Crusty bread, to serve

1Heat 1 tblsp of the oil in
a stockpot over a medium

heat. Add onion, bacon, celery,
carrot and garlic. Cook, stirring
occasionally, for about 10 minutes,
or until soft.

2Add stock, tomatoes and
beans. Bring to boil. Simmer,

uncovered, stirring occasionally,
for 25 minutes. Season with salt
and pepper. Remove from heat.
Cool slightly.

3Divide soup among four
airtight containers. Seal

with lids. Refrigerate.

4Meanwhile, cook pasta in
a large saucepan of boiling,

salted water until tender. Drain.
Rinse under cold water. Drain well.
Pour remaining oil into the palm
of one hand. Rub hands together
then work through pasta. (This will
prevent it from sticking.) Divide
among four airtight containers.
Seal with lids. Refrigerate.

5Before serving, combine one
portion of soup with one

portion of pasta in a heatproof
serving bowl. Microwave until
hot. Serve with crusty bread.

MINESTRONE SOUP

 2 tsps olive oil

  1 onion, finely chopped

  2 cloves garlic, crushed

  2 carrots, peeled,  

finely chopped

  3 stalks celery,  

finely chopped

  1 large washed potato, 

peeled, finely chopped

  2 x 200g chicken breast 

fillets, fat trimmed

 200g green beans,

finely chopped

  2 litres (8 cups) salt 

reduced chicken stock

  Cracked black pepper, 

to taste

  ¼ cup chopped  

fresh parsley

  3 green spring  

onions, thinly  

sliced diagonally

1 Heat oil in a large 
stockpot over a medium 

heat. Add onion and garlic. 
Cook, stirring occasionally, 
until soft. Add carrots, celery 
and potato. Cook, stirring 
occasionally, for about 5 
minutes, or until soft.

2 Add chicken, beans 
and stock. Season 

with pepper. Bring to boil. 
Simmer, uncovered, for 15 
minutes, or until chicken 
is cooked and vegetables 
are tender. Remove chicken 
and cool slightly. Shred and 
return to soup.

3 Stir in chopped parsley 
and sliced spring onions 

just before serving.

CHICKEN & VEGETABLE SOUP
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Kiwi and ginger
green smoothie

Extra
green

smooth

Complexion feeling blah?

Introducing a face mask

for your insides. 

BLITZ TOGETHER:

 3 kiwifruit

 1 cup spinach

 1 tbsp mint leaves

 1 cup fresh apple juice

 1 tsp grated fresh ginger

 1 cup ice cubes

Here’s hoping this

combo brings us one

step closer to Kendall

Jenner sheen…

BLITZ TOGETHER:

 1 cup blueberries

 ½ cucumber

  1½ cup coconut 

water

 1 cup kale

 ½ peeled lemon

 1 tbsp mint leaves

If your teeth had Insta,

they would SO double  

tap on a pic of this…

BLITZ TOGETHER:

   1 punnet of strawberries

 1 cup raspberries

 1 cup almond milk

 ½ cup yoghurt

 2 tbsp honey

 ½ cup ice cubes

TO UP YOUR
GLOW LEVELS…

FOR HEALTHY 
HAIR…

FOR AMAZING 
TEETH…

andandBlendBlend
snapsnap

Do your skin a favour

and make yourself a

smoothie like, now.

t’s no secret that fruits + vegies 
+ blender = serious health goals. 
There’s also beauty benefits that 
come from sipping on a smoothie. 
Yep, the antioxidants in your fave 

fresh stuff help with things like skin hydration 
and healthy hair. The best bit? The ingredients 
to blitz your own beauty potion are probs in 
your fruit bowl rn. Recipe inspo incoming…

KIWIFRUIT is packed with 
vitamin E, making it 
awesome at rejuvenating 
and repairing tired skin.

YOGHURT is  
all about that 
calcium, which 
helps strengthen 
your pearly  
whites (*eats
entire tub*).

STRAWBERRIE

are packed with
vitamin C, wh
is good for
verall gum

health. W

CUCUMBER is awesome for
hydrating your skin, but its high
levels of silica mean that it’s great
for hair growth too!

KALE'S hidden 
(good) fatty 
acids make it 
amazing at 
strengthening 
and preventing 
hair breakages.

COCONUT 

WATER has 
hydrating 
properties to 
treat your roots.
Your hair will
heart it!

SPINACH possesses 
anti-inflammatory 
properties, which 
means you can  
say, ‘See ya toxins! 
Hello clear and 
glowing skin!’

APPLES are full of  
vitamin C, which firms 
the skin and prevents 
aging (yay for future us)!

S

ag

g sk

Strawberry 
and raspberry 

smoothie

ov
h

h
hich 

m
Win!

ll 

a
n
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? 

…
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If your fam’s all about that
couch life it can be hard to get
healthy. Nutritionist Lola Berry

lets us know how to deal.

You spend heaps of your time around your
family, so it’s natural to follow in their
footsteps – including at dinnertime. Since
dinner tends to be communal, we hang with
the fam, and the thing is, you probs don’t get
a say about what’s on your plate. As well as
food, your daily activities most likely revolve
around your family as well. And if your fam
time is based mostly around what’s on TV,
it becomes easy to get in the routine of, you
know, loving your couch. Like, a lot. But what
if one time you say, “Nah guys, can we at least
~try~ to be healthy? For once? Please?”

When starting out it’s important to give
your fam a heads up. “Speak openly

and honestly and involve the family so
everyone can learn from great eating and

exercising habits,” Lola says.
By involving your family, you can avoid
offending them or leaving them behind.

But avoid getting preachy – “lead by
example and they will naturally take

interest,” Lola explains.
Most importantly, you have to enjoy the

journey. You’ll enjoy it more if your family
is involved, so try to bring them along.

Justin Bieber – “Sorry”

San Cisco – “Fred Astaire”

Alison Wonderland - “Run”

MS MR - “C
riminals”

Kiiara - “G
old”

Having a different lifestyle from the fam isn’t
always about being healthier. GF reader Olivia
made a huge change and became vegan for
health benefits and to be kind to animals.

“Telling my family was probably the hardest
part,” she says. “My Dad is very supportive of
my decision – most days what I cook he will
eat, if not he’ll wait until I’ve finished to cook
his meal. Mum also helps me out, a lot of the
time she makes vegan dishes without even
realising. But she does wish I ate meat.”

However, Olivia is an advocate for not
pushing her beliefs on others.

“I don’t want to be a preachy vegan,” she
says. “But I do remind my family as to why
I’m not eating the same as them. I’m a vegan
because I want to live in a healthier, more
sustainable and compassionate world.”

Thing is, now you’re at a stage where
instead of just doing what Mum and Dad
want, you’re also cool with speaking up
about issues – like your health – that

affect you. Also once you’ve gotten more
in-tune with your body, you may find
yourself feeling more, well, balanced.

“As you grow up you realise how certain
foods can affect your body and how

eating healthily makes you feel great,”
Lola says. “When you’re healthy, you feel
like the best version of yourself and the
truth is, you are!” This is why you want

to make these lifestyle changes.

Try making your own meals or helping your
parents prep dinner – for example, you can
cut up vegies to go with your meal.

“I always make sure there’s something
green on my plate,” Lola says.

Try to choose healthy alternatives – if you
love chips, have you tried the awesomeness of
lentil chips? Or seasoned oven-baked potato?
Also, your pocket money isn’t gonna fund that
gym membership, so get active for free!

“Start going for walks, runs, whatever makes
you feel good,” Lola suggests. “Make a playlist,
get out into nature and workout in the park.”

Wanna get the fam involved with your
exercise routine? Two words: team sports.

HOW’D YOU GET HERE? DO IT TOGETHER!

Your exercise

playlist

WHAT IF YOU WANNA 
CHANGE YOUR DIET FOR 
ANOTHER REASON?

WHAT’S CHANGED? GET STARTED!

healthy
WHEN YOU’RE

the

ONE
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Win!

Visit girlfriend.com.au for full terms & conditions. Entrants under 18 must have
parent/guardian permission to enter. Competition opens 06/06/16 09:00 AEST &
closes 24/07/16 17:00 AEST. Winner judged at Promoter’s premises 01/08/16 

Ltd 8 Central Ave, Eveleigh NSW 2015 (ABN 16 097 410 896).

.com.au

Win!

   

Girlfriend is everywhere you are!

To enter,  
simply head to 

girlfriend.com.au and 
tell us why you want 

to win!

WITH
A Caliya Cosmetics Haul!

 

 

 

ingredients and customer requests.  

 and  

 products in their store.



YOUR 
QUESTIONS O

MASTURBATI
BIRTH CONT
COMPULSION
BROKEN TRUST
ANSWERED!

SEX, BODY, L

THIS MONTH – EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO KNOW AB

MY
SISTER IS

TRYING TO
BLACKMAIL
ME, WHAT
CAN I DO?

     
   THINK BEFORE YOU READ: THE CONTENT IN THIS SECTION IS S

ENSITIVE AND

LIFE: SORTED!

OUT CONDOMS

D MAY OFFEN
D

I HAD 
UNPROTECTED 

SEX WITH  
TWO GUYS  

AND MISSED  
MY PERIOD…

:
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We asked Dr Kathy McNamee, Senior
Medical Officer at Family Planning Victoria, 

all the need-to-know questions. Spoiler
alert: two condoms aren’t better than one.

The

TRUT
Before we
started, just a
heads up: to make
everything a little
simpler, when we
talk about condoms, 
we mean male 
condoms. You can 
also get female 
condoms, to read 
more about them 
look over here…

FEMALE 
CONDOMS:
WHAT’S THE
DEAL?
While it’s great that
female condoms are an
option for you, male
condoms are more
effective. The female
condom isn’t as well
lubricated and it’s easier
for the penis to go in
underneath (it has to be
carefully guided in if you
do choose to use a female
condom). They’re harder
to buy as well – you can’t 
simply pop into a chemist 
or convenience store when 
you need one. You can 
find them at family 
planning clinics, but
they’re more expensive
(a
y
p
s

WHAT IS A CONDOM?
The condom is a thin, strong 
sheath – commonly made from 
latex rubber – which is rolled  
onto an erect penis before sex. 
Condoms stop semen from 
entering the vagina (which can 

o pregnancy) and they also 
se the risk of sexually

mitted in
fluids.

How do you use them?
Condoms come individually sealed in small, square foil 

packets. Carefully tear the packet open with your fingers, 

making sure you don’t accidentally rip the condom inside. 

Squeeze the tip of the condom between your thumb and 

forefinger – this stops air getting trapped in the condom,

which can cause it to break – and unroll the condom down

to the base of the erect penis. You or your partn

put the condom on before any physical

HOW DO YOU DISPOSE OF 
A USED CONDOM?
Once the guy has ejaculated and withdrawn his
ake the condom off immediately (and carefully,

y semen) then tie a knot in the open end. It’s g ice for
m to run his fingers over the condom to check it didn’t break,
ore wrapping it in a tissue or some toilet paper and throwing  

o the bin. Don’t flush it down the toilet, it can cause clogs.

condo

shou

al act is mad

nis, he should
to s

p tv  n

f
it i

M

e get
ust a

k

about $3 each). Consult
your GP or a sexual health
professional before you 
tart using them.

lead to
decrea
transm
bodily 



Can you use a condom
underwater?
There’s no reason why you couldn’t, but it’s

definitely not recommended. For example,

if you’re in waves or rough, choppy water,

that might affect the condom’s ability to

stay on, and any sort of pressure around the

rim of the condom could make it less secure.

It would also be more difficult to check the

condom for holes afterward.

TH

Where can you  
buy condoms?
Male condoms are inexpensive 
(about $5 for a box of 12)  
and readily available at most 
pharmacies, supermarkets, 
convenience stores and petrol 
stations. You can pick them up  
at sexual health/family planning 
clinics and your local GP too.

How can you check if a 
condom is safe to use? 
The most important thing is it’s 

purchased from a reputable 

retailer in Australia, which means 

it’s been made to a high standard

and the Therapeutic Goods

Administration has app

Condoms also have

which you sh

befo

Why do 
condoms have 
expiry dates?
To ensure they're 

always at their most 

effective – there's 

some potential for the 

latex to deteriorate 

over time.

OR YOUR
PARTNER 
SHOULD 
PUT THE 

CONDOM 
ON 

BEFORE 
ANY 

PHYSICAL 
CONTACT 
IS MADE

HOW EFFECTIVE ARE CONDOMS AGAINST STIS?
They don’t give complete protection from STIs – the only thing that’s 
100 per cent effective is abstinence – but they give good protection 
against things like chlamydia and gonorrhoea. 

Can leaving 
them in a hot 
car really make 
them less 
effective?
Yes. While there’s no
significant evidence
to prove it, this theory
makes sense because
heat can break down
the latex and make  
it more prone  
to breaking.

IS IT TRUE THAT 
WEARING TWO 
AT ONCE IS A 
BAD IDEA?
Yes. There’s more chance 
of them slipping off, plus  
the friction created can 
make them more prone 
to breaking. There’s no 
evidence that wearing 
two decreases the chance 
of the condom being 
more effective, it’s better 
to use one at a time.

Should you use Vaseline as
You only need to use lubricant if it’s required,

as the vagina produces it’s own natural lube

when you’re sexually aroused. Condoms are  

also well lubricated, and adding too much lube 

can actually increase the risk of the condom 

slipping off. Vaseline generally isn't a good choice 

because it’s oil-based and can cause the latex  

to deteriorate. If you need to use any extra 

lubricant, look for a water-based variety.

WHAT IF YOU ARE ALLERGIC TO LATEX?!
It can be hard to detect a latex allergy because symptoms are usually 
mild and you might think the discomfort is just from sex. Generally 
symptoms include irritation and itching, and in extremely rare cases 
anaphylaxis, where your throat gets swollen or you have difficulty 
breathing. If you try latex condoms and you think that you might be 
allergic, try polyurethane or polyisoprene (synthetic latex) condoms. 

Can you do something about  
the weird smell condoms have?
You can get different flavoured condoms which 
have a slightly different odour to regular ones, 
depending on how they’re scented.

What if your partner doesn’t 
like wearing condoms?
There’s no getting around the fact that 

condoms are the very best protection 

against sexually transmitted infections,  

so if one of you doesn’t like the feeling  

of a condom then you should try some 

other varieties, sizes or brands, as they 

may be more comfortable. 

WHY IS IT A BAD IDEA TO  
REUSE CONDOMS?
First, it’s really hard to get them back on. The sperm 
will be spread throughout the condom, so it’d be hard 
to get it back on without having some sperm get onto 
the skin around the genitals. Plus, there’s a higher 
risk of the condom breaking. Also, it’s a terrible idea  
to DIY one, do not do this under any circumstances.
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AL
AR
BY DR SALLY
COCKBURN,
GF’S RESIDENT
DOCTOR.

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO: GF SEX ADVICE, GPO Box 7801, Sydney NSW 2001 OR email girlfriend@pacificmags.com.
au with the subject line ‘Sex Advice’. Information in these sections should not replace a visit to your GP. We can’t answer 
every question straight away, so if you have a serious concern, please see your GP immediately.

DISCLAIMER INFORMATION ON THIS PAGE IS NOT
INTENDED TO REPLACE A VISIT TO YOUR GP
FOR ANY MEDICAL CONCERN. THE AGE OF

CONSENT IS 16 YEARS OLD (17 IN SOME STATES
AND 18 UNDER PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES).

FOR MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION ON CONSENT,
VISIT GIRLSGOTTAKNOW.COM.AU.

a v ce
Feeling touchy
I’m 15 years old and I masturbate. If I touch

a guy’s hand at school and he masturbated

the night before, and then I masturbate after

school, could I get pregnant? I’ve had a ton

of pregnancy symptoms like a late period

and boob pain. Worried
I really can’t imagine that pregnancy

could be possible in this situation. For a

start, we all hope he’s washed his hands

since last night! But even if he hasn’t, sperm

can’t live more than about 20 minutes

outside the genital tract once the semen

has dried. They really need warmth and

the nutrients in the wet semen to survive.

So, especially given your timeline, even the

strongest sperm would have no chance of

survival. If you’re still worried, a pregnancy

test will relieve your stress.

Condom removal

sex
I recently had sex with two guys in one week. I
have missed my period and I’m worried because
neither of them were wearing proper protection,
what do I do? Freaked out
Pregnancy is a real possibility and you will
need to get a test to find out. Of course if
you are pregnant, the pregnancy test can’t
tell you which guy is responsible. If the test is
positive you will need support, including

someone to help you work through your 
options in an unbiased way in relation to  
both the pregnancy and the paternity. 
Family planning clinics can provide this (visit 
familyplanningallianceaustralia.org.au for 
more information). If it turns out that you're 
not pregnant, I hope you will take this as a 
wake up call to use protection in the future. 
You should also get an STI check.

As drmarie.org.au 

explains, this emergency 

contraception is available 

from most pharmacies over the 

counter. Your pharmacist will need 

to ask a few simple questions before 

you can receive it. In some cases, you 

may be referred to a doctor. It 

works within 96 hours of

unprotected sex, and becomes 

less effective after the

first 24 hours.

My boyfriend and I had sex for the first time a week ago. He wore a condom but  

took it off and did two or three thrusts because we wanted to know what it was like.  

I got my period two days after it was due and it was a lot lighter than normal, now  

I’m really scared! Panicked
For condoms to work they have to stay on the entire time during sex. It only takes one sperm  
to cause a pregnancy and ejaculate contains millions. Although pre-ejaculate fluid itself doesn’t 
contain sperm, if he’s ejaculated recently it could pick up sperm on its journey down his tract. So 
even if it’s only a small risk, it’s just not worth taking. A pregnancy test will answer your question.

Missed period

Morning after?
I’ve recently met someone I want 
to sleep with. I’m not really sure I 
want to go on the pill, so I feel like 
the morning after pill is the best 
option for me – is it? Wondering
“Emergency contraception” (EC) has 
replaced the term “morning after pill” 
because it’s not meant to be relied upon as 
a regular form of contraception. EC can be 
useful as a backup if a condom breaks, but  
is only 89 per cent successful in preventing 
pregnancy. You should always use condoms 
anyway to help protect from STIs. Although 
many STIs can be ruled out quickly with tests, 
a final result could take three months since 
your partner's last unprotected sex because 
some STIs (such as HIV) can have a “window” 
period where the test may give a false 
negative result until antibodies appear.

… but I don’t know

I need

bu

the 

THE MORNING 
AFTER PILL

how to get it!
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OK, please don’t go ‘ewww’, but

did you know that white stuff

that collects in your labia has

a name and a purpose? It’s

called smegma, and as health

education resource Go Ask

Alice (goaskalice.columbia.edu)

explains, it’s a natural

lubricating residue made up

of shed skin cells, skin oil

secretions and sweat.

lea

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO: GF body Advice, GPO Box 7801, Sydney
NSW 2001 OR email girlfriend@pacificmags.com.au

with the subject line ‘Body Advice’.

bodyPeriod soon?
I’m 12 and I’m going through 
puberty. I’ve been getting white, 
creamy stuff in my underwear –  
I’ve had it for over a year now and 
it’s so annoying! I’ve been putting 
toilet paper in my underwear. Does 
the stuff mean I’m leading up to 
getting my period? What’s up?
Discharge like you describe can be quite normal 
and it may predate your first period by between
six and even 18 months. The onset of this
discharge is triggered by hormones changing
at puberty and it is the body’s natural cleaning
and moisturising fluid for the vagina. You should
get used to it because the discharge is likely to
continue for many years to come. Sometimes it
changes during the menstrual cycle between
thick and creamy, or thin and watery. At ovulation
it gets gooey and stretchy. If it’s really annoying you,
a pantyliner would be more advisable to use
than toilet paper.

THE

STUFF
WHITE

Implant concerns
About a month I got the birth

control arm implant, after
having the injection for a few

months. I haven’t gotten a
period or spotting yet and I
was wondering if that was

normal? Need to know
Consider yourself lucky! You are

among only 25 per cent of women in

whom a progesterone implant stops

periods altogether. That’s not a

downside! The other 75 per cent

may expect anything from occasional

spotting to full on periods (which may

be irregular). However on the upside,

these periods are usually less painful.

The progesterone implant is inserted

into your inner upper arm by a

doctor. It’s a very reliable form of

contraception that once in, lasts for

three years. You will still need to use

condoms to protect from STIs.

DANDRUFF DILEMMA
For the past few months my hair has had a lot of dandruff. It's been itchy
to the point where I scratch my scalp until it bleeds, causing scabs all over
my head. Sometimes my hair isn’t even that itchy but I pick at the scabs
and try to scratch out the dandruff. Anti-dandruff shampoo doesn’t
help. My mum says she gets dandruff too and doesn’t care. Scratchy
Two common scalp conditions that cause this are seborrhoeic

dermatitis (SD) and psoriasis. With SD there are patches of oily white/

yellow scabs on red inflamed skin. For psoriasis, the patches are more

scaly, dry and white or silver. Also, if you pick off some scales they will

bleed from multiple tiny pinpoints. Considering the anti-dandruff

shampoos haven’t worked, it could be psoriasis. You and Mum should

chat with your GP, as while psoriasis can’t be cured it can be

controlled with prescription cortisone lotions.

Too much exercise?
I’m almost 14 and have had a normal period cycle for a year. However, recently

it stopped. I read online that over-exercising can be a problem. I take both my

every weekend, but don’t believe I am over-exercising.

comfortable seeing a doctor. Where’d it go?

t amount of exercise doesn’t seem excessive. Other than
y, other causes of periods stopping in your age group can
severe physical or emotional stress, sudden weight loss,
me medical conditions – in particular, thyroid conditions.
erstand why you might feel embarrassed seeing a doctor but
eve me, we talk to girls all the time about these things and we
e eager to reassure you. We can also do tests to rule out medical
onditions. Please talk to Mum or a trusted adult – you can take
hem to the doctor with you.

SEND YOUR QUESTIO
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 GF ADVICE  WARNING: CONTENT IS SENSITIVE AND MAY OFFEND 



R MICHAEL
CARR-GREGG,
GF’S ADOLESCENT
PSYCHOLOGIST.

My friend who I have trusted forever keeps trying to be me

– when I dyed my hair, she coloured hers. When my boyfriend

and I broke up, she asked him out the next day. And when I

wanted to ask a guy out she told him I wasn’t interested and

asked him out for herself. She’s trying to steal my life! Argh

While growing up, some GF readers look to people they admire and
do everything in their power to emulate them. As they mature and
grow more confident, they draw on other influences and finally
develop their own unique style. Find time talk to her but do it in
private, as calling her out in front of other people could embarrass
her. Tell her there are boundaries that she is crossing, and how
it’s making you feel. If she ignores what you have to say then
I’d advise taking a step back from the friendship so she can
understand there are consequences to her actions.

Clone wars

 GF ADVICE  WARNING: CONTENT IS SENSITIVE AN END

viceGF family
&  friends

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO: GF FAMILY + FRIENDS ADVICE, GPO BOX 7801, SYDNEY NSW 2001 OR email
girlfriend@pacificmags.com.au with the subject line ‘Family & Friends Advice’. We can’t answer every

question straight away, so if you have a serious concern, call a support line like Kids Helpline on 1800 55 1800.

Text mess
My friend was constantly texting a guy and I was curious about their

texts. I decided to go through her phone, but saw she was saying

hurtful things behind my back. So I told her and she said sorry a million

times – she was crying and I felt bad. We made up but our relationship

doesn’t feel the same anymore. Upset

Everyone makes relationship mistakes when they’re growing up, and you
and your friend are no exception. On one hand you breached her trust by
going through her phone without her knowledge, but at the same time she
should not have betrayed you by sending nasty messages behind your back.
You have learnt a valuable life lesson, that people and things are not always
as they appear. So now you have a choice – if she is an important friend and
one you want to keep, you can persist with the relationship and see if you
can re-establish a loyal, trusting friendship, or you can just walk away.

Sis is a blackmailer
My younger sister is blackmailing me 
and I don’t know what to do. We catch 
the bus home from school together every 
day with a guy I really like. Recently,  
I started leaning on him between his 
legs and he put his arms around me. 
My sister took a photo of us and keeps 
threatening to text it to Mum whenever 
I have something she wants. My parents
would be disappointed and would not
let me catch the bus anymore. Help!
Your sister’s behaviour is simply disgraceful.
If I were you I’d call her bluff. If your behaviour
was appropriate for being on a public bus,
then you have nothing to worry about.
Everyone knows that photos often don’t
show the truth. To defuse this situation, try
having a mature conversation with your
parents about the particular boy and the
photo that was taken. I’d tell them that you
realise it could be misunderstood and there
was nothing inappropriate going on, but
because of this experience, you’ve decided
to be more careful in the future. This takes
away any blackmail ammunition your sister
thinks she might have.

 FICTIONAL
 COPYCATS

Cady from Mean Girls

starts morphing into
Regina George.

Seventh-graderAndie mimics LizzieMcGuire for anentire episode!

Emmet just 
wants to be like 
everyone else 

in The Lego 
Movie.
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 GF ADVICE  WARNING: CONTENT IS SENSITIVE FEND

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO: GF LIFE ADVICE, GPO BOX 7801, SYDNEY NSW 2001 
OR email girlfriend@pacificmags.com.au with ‘Life Advice’ in the subject line. 

Stop staring
At school lately I’ve noticed lots of boys and ers will look at my

boobs when they talk to me. Even if I look the in the eye they still look

at my boobs. It’s making me uncomfortable an insecure. Self-conscious

It’s fine to say to people you don’t appreciate them talking to your chest. With boys
you can always say, “My eyes are up here”. This is direct and says exactly what you
mean. You can also soften a direct approach by saying something along the lines of,
“I’m sure you don’t realise that staring at my chest makes me feel uncomfortable. It 
feels as if you’re looking at my body and not my eyes when we talk.” By the way, all of 
us at GF think that teachers should know better.

CLEANING OBSESSION 
I spend 40 to 60 minutes a day cleaning my 

room because I get so stressed out if I see any 

mess. I start to hyperventilate and I hardly ever 

leave my room because of it. On the weekend  

I spend all day cleaning up the slightest mess. I go 

through packets and packets of hand cream 

because I wash my hands constantly. I feel broken 

for a 13-year-old, what do I do? Miserable

Many GF readers have unwanted thoughts and it’s not 

uncommon to be obsessed with things from time to 

time. When these thoughts won’t go away and are 

accompanied by compulsive actions, it’s known as 

obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). Go see a GP,  

they can send you to a psychiatrist or psychologist.  

By working with a professional you’re most likely to 

find the approach, or combination of treatments and 

self-help strategies that’s going to work for you. If 

you’d like more information go to ReachOut NextStep, 

an anonymous online tool which recommends 

ort options based on your problems. 

Need to grow up?
I’m 16 years old and ever since I was five I’ve loved all different kinds of dolls. I recently told  

my friends but they were creeped out. My closest friend is understanding, but still finds it 

creepy. I don’t talk about dolls all the time or anything like that. My parents tell me I need  

to grow up, what do I do? Hurt

There’s nothing wrong with loving dolls at any age! If you love them and they bring you happiness, 
that’s great. Dolls can also be very good for working out feelings in a non-destructive way (indeed, 
many therapists use doll play for this purpose). They can conjure images of a less confusing time, 
reminding you of how secure and happy you were before you had to deal with issues like school.  
The only time I'd be worried would be if you played with dolls so much that it started to interfere  
with other activities and responsibilities in your life. As for your parents – show them this letter.

Bad education
Last year, I had a really offensive teacher

and I still can’t get over how mad I felt at

the time. In sex ed, my teacher said, and

I quote, “If you’re a girl, then you have to

choose waxing or shaving. And if you’re a

boy, then it’s optional to remove your body

hair.” I can’t stop feeling angry at what they

said and how I felt at the time. How do you

suggest I get over it? Enraged
In life you will meet many people, some in 
positions of responsibility, who say things you 
find outrageous and disagree with. This is a 
good example, as it’s definitely a choice for girls 
or boys if they want to remove their body hair.  
But in life, if you can’t change something you 
can always change the way you think about it. 
So instead of being angry, realise there are still 
some teachers, parents, politicians, students  
and employers with old fashioned views and 
move on. So it’s OK to be upset, just know you’ll 
meet plenty more people like this.

life

KRISTEN STEWART:  
“I remember this girl in 
sixth grade looked at 
me in gym and was like, 
‘Oh my God! That’s 
disgusting – you don’t 
shave your legs!’”

SOLANGE 
KNOWLES:  
“Whoever 
invented the  
bikini wax was  
an evil creature. 
Who said bushes 
need to be gone?”

CAMERON DIAZ: “Pubic 
hair has a purpose.”

about

BODY HAIR 

celebs 33talking 



‘This pitch-perfect story is full of hope 
and magic. Exquisite and unforgettable.’

Find us on social!



Love etc
THINK PDA
IS TMI?

Yeah we know it looks awks,
but studies have found PDA

can actually be good for your
relationship! In fact, couples who
show their affection in public are

more likely to be happier and
have a stronger bond than

those who leave their lovin’
behind closed doors. As if

you needed another excuse
to be alllll the awwwsss!

This might change your mind…

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG81
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GF chats to...
STRAALEN

GU

Hot. Celeb. Guys. (You’re welcome.)

#GFCONFESSIONS

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
YOUR SOUND?
I grew up on the beach, so I think the
feel of my music is reflected in that.
I have a pretty unique sound, my tone
is different to others.
WHAT IS YOUR SONG “BE
MINE TONIGHT” ABOUT?
It’s about a girl who is beautiful inside
and out but she doesn’t know it – she’s
the girl who sells herself short. We all
know a girl like that.
WHICH ARTISTS ARE YOU
MOST INSPIRED BY?
Definitely Jeff Buckley – he just oozes
musicality. Also James Bay, Ed Sheeran,
and Kenny Loggins.

IF YOU COULD PICK ONE
PERSON FROM ANY
ERA OF MUSIC TO
COLLABORATE WITH,
WHO WOULD IT BE?
Oh there’s so many, but
probably Paul McCartney. He
changed music. Defined it.
He’s a musical genius.
IS IT WEIRD LOOKING
BACK AT HOW FAR
YOU’VE COME IN
YOUR CAREER?

It is kind of weird knowing I’ve
been doing this professionally

since I was 12. I’ve learnt so much
about the industry and myself and

I’m still only 18. I can’t wait to see what
the future holds, but right now I’m 
having fun doing what I love!

WHERE DO YOU HOPE YOU’LL
BE IN FIVE YEARS?
Doing my thing on the big stages to
huge audiences around the world, as
well as performing cool little gigs in
groovy places for smaller crowds.
WHAT’S YOUR MOST
FAVOURITE THING ABOUT
BEING AN ARTIST?
Doing what I’ve always dreamt of
– writing lyrics and creating good
melodies, practising and performing,
connecting with my fans… everything
really! It’s a dream job!
WHAT’S THE HARDEST THING
ABOUT MAKING MUSIC?
The timing. I don’t seem to have any
problem writing songs and making the
music, but the challenge is giving the
fans what they want to hear right now.
Even though you may have a cracker of
a song ready to go, sometimes you have
to be patient and sit on it until it’s the
‘right’ time. That can be frustrating.
WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO IN
YOUR FREE TIME?
I love to surf, drink nice coffee and chill
on the beach writing songs.
DO YOU EVER GET NERVOUS
BEFORE YOU GO ON STAGE
AND PERFORM?
I don’t get nervous in the normal sense,
but I do get excited and expectant. I just 
can’t wait to get on stage and make
music with the audience. It’s such a
buzz! I suppose you’d probably call it 
more nervous excitement.

“I’ve got a major crush on Paul
McCartney. But not like Paul McCartney

when he was in The Beatles... I’m talkin’
OLD Paul McCartney. Yup.” Caitlin

SINGER. SONGWRITER. SURFER. POET. 

THIS BABE’N AUSSIE IS THE

DEFINITION OF HOT.



What’s better than
perving on pretty

boys? Legit nothing,
that’s what.

HIT 30’S ANGUS O’LOUGHLIN 
HAS THE ANSWERS TO ALL 

YOUR LOVE PROBS.

Beautiful
BABES

Ask Angus

Q Hi Angus. Whenever it gets to  
the stage of texting a guy who  

Thanks in advance, Isabel xoxo

Unfortunately I can’t get inside the 
mind of a flirty female teenager and 
help construct the perfect text for 
you. But what I can do is offer you 

some other solutions.
First of all, you’re not the problem – your 

phone is! Or to put it another way, talking to 
someone via text message instead of talking 
to them in person is the problem. Surprise 
everyone and have a conversation face to face 
instead of over social media or texting.

Texts and tweets don’t include tone, which 
is important. Also, when you’re in those early 
stages of liking someone you can think every 
Facebook post or Instagram caption is an 
indirect message to you. It can make things 

m more confusing than they really are.
So don’t peer your head around a locker 

and raise your eyebrows when your crush 
walks past, talk to them instead. Why not  
ask them to grab lunch with you?

As a single guy dealing with the same 
technological dating difficulties, it’s refreshing 
to look someone in the eye (FaceTime doesn’t 
count) and have a real connection.

WANNA KNOW WHAT IT

It’s really easy, 
it doesn’t take a lot 
at all . All it takes is 

smiling and eye contact.  
If you can do that, 
you’re in the door.
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Ansel Elgort

Brooklyn 



student

sam

18

model

jaxon

19

assistant in nursing

patrick

17

19

model
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We hit up the GF guy panel
to suss how much they really
know about errythang beauty.

WHAT’S YOUR FAVE BEAUTY
LOOK ON GIRLS?
Something natural and classy. Jaxon

Natural. For sure. Sam

I have always had a thing for goth girls. Patrick

An effortless, natural look is always a killer
for me. Josh

RE THERE ANY BEAUTY
TRENDS YOU JUST
DON’T UNDERSTAN
Drawing on your eyebro
I just don’t get it and never
will haha. Jaxon

I don’t get it when girls feel
they need to put copious
amounts of makeup on. Sam

I really don’t go out of my
way to ‘get’ fashion trends.
If someone wants to look a
certain way that’s his or her
prerogative and it’s certainly not my
place to judge. Patrick

The whole Kylie Jenner lip trend is a confusing
one for me. I’ll admit juicy lips are attractive,
but only to an extent. Josh

DO YOU HAVE A GROOMING ROUTINE?
Most males do. Personally my routine may take
a bit longer than average, but it ends in a good
result! Jaxon

No, not really. Sam

Beard maintenance and compulsive hair
washing. Patrick

Other than trimming the beard dd
haircut, I can’t say I do! Josh

ARE YOU A FAN OF THE BOLD BROW?
Nope, I feel like simple natural brows are much
more attractive. Jaxon

Yeah, I think it looks really good on a lot of
girls. Sam

I’m indifferent. Again, if you want a bold brow,
you do a bold brow. Patrick

Huge fan of the bold brow.
Actually I’m quite possibly the
bold brow’s biggest fan. Josh

HAIR UP OR HAIR
DOWN ON A GIRL?
Either is good. Doesn’t really
matter. Jaxon

I like hair down on a girl, I
think it looks better. Sam

Depends on the hair. Patrick

Hair up! I love when a girl
rocks a messy bun. Josh

IS THERE SUCH THING AS
TOO MUCH MAKEUP?
Yes, and I can’t stress this point
enough – girls are beautiful
naturally, they don’t need to wear
a whole bunch of makeup for me
to see that. Jaxon

Definitely, sometimes wearing
heaps of makeup can look silly and
make the girl look worse than if
she wasn’t wearing any at all. Sam

Speaking as a guy who ends up with raccoon
eyes, I’m gonna say yes. Patrick

For guys, less is more. We wanna see you, not
your makeup! Josh

AU NATUREL OR MADE UP FOR A DATE?
Somewhere in-between the two. Jaxon

I think a nice combination between the two is
always the best. Sam

Made u it. Patrick

is always the way to
he sun-kissed look gets

e every time. Josh

YOU NOTICE IF
RL DOESN’T SHAVE
EGS?

unately yes, sometimes I do
Jaxon

to sound shallow but I do.
t necessarily a bad thing,

oticeable. Sam

on the lookout for hairy
ally. Patrick

ng as it’s not a full-blown
rainf ve nothing to worry about. Josh

DO YOU CARE IF YOU
S A GIRL AND SHE’S
WEARING LIPSTICK?

No, not in the
slightest. Jaxon

No, it’s fine.
Sometimes it is a bit

awkward if there’s
stick on your face

er though. Sam

Nup. Not at all.
Patrick

ot at all! Josh

DO YOU
KNOW WHAT

CONTOURING I
No haha, I actua

have no idea. Ja

Yes, I do. Sam

Yup. Patrick

Isn’t that some
kind of bird? J
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NOMINATE A MATE
KNOW A COOL GUY? ASK HIM IF

HE’D LIKE TO BE PART OF THE GF GUY
PANEL. IF HE’S UP FOR IT, SEND HIS

NAME, AGE AND EMAIL ADDRESS TO
 GIRLFRIEND@PACIFICMAGS.COM.AU
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fancy
he’s so 
fancy



VANESSA &
AUSTIN. ERRY
DAMN DAY.

LILEY. ALWAYS.
CAN’T STOP,
WON’T STOP
SHIPPING IT.

JAKE T. AUSTIN &
DANIELLE CAESAR.

DREAMS COME TRUE.
SHAWN MENDES &
CAMILA CABELLO.
THE DEFINITION

OF PERFECT.
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CALVIN & TAY. DID YOU
SEE THEIR ANNIVERSARY

CELEBRATIONS?

THE DL THE DANGERS

THE DISCLAIMER

(COZ THERE’S NOTHING WRONG 
WITH A LITTLE LOVE INSPO EVERY 

NOW AND THEN.)

times we had srs 
couple goals 

THE DISCUSSION

i t’s Sunday night, you’re scrolling
through Insta and your feed is 
flooded with #relationshipgoals.
Your bestie’s loved up, Calvin 
and Tay are back at it with all the

cuteness and all of a sudden you’re like,
“Why aren’t me and bae that candid?”

But before you start freaking 
out about being that jealous 
girlfriend stop right there. We hit up 
relationship expert Katia Loisel from
thelovedestination.com to explain 
WTH this envy is and help you 
overcome alllll the feels.

Did you know more often than not envy
is caused by feelings of insecurity? But
looking at other couples and feeling
jealous of their sitch doesn’t necessarily
mean you’re unhappy in your
relationship. In fact, it reveals more
about our own neg self-image – not how
we feel about bae.

“When we feel unsure of ourselves,
we’re more likely to compare our
relationship to other people’s and start
thinking, ‘Why can’t we have what they
have?,’” Katia explains.

But in reality this way of thinking
is pretty unproductive, coz no
relationship is that perfect.

“It’s important to remind ourselves
what we see on social media is more
highlight reel than real life,” Katia says.

Defs something to remember next
time you’re 30 weeks deep in a lurk of
Zigi’s Insta feeds!

Until we deal with our jealous feelings, the 
more likely they are to affect things with bae.

“Comparisons are poison to 
relationships,” Katia says. “They can lead to 
resentment, low self-esteem and feelings of 
not being good enough.”

What should you do if the green-eyed 
monster rears its ugly head? Check yo self 
before you wreck yo self. Or in short – focus 
on what you do have rather than what you  
don’t. Big Sean was on the money in Biebs’ 
“As Long As You Love Me” when he rapped: 
The grass ain’t always greener on the other 
side, it’s green where you water it. Preach.

No need to hit the panic button if bae isn’t 
cray for more public displays of lovin’. As  
long as you’re open and honest with them 
about the non-negotiables and they agree  
to at least meet you halfway, you’re sweet. 
But if you’ve had the chat and it’s still not 
measuring up to what you expect from  
a relationship, it’s totally OK to reassess.

Speak up about what you need! Your 
boo isn’t a mind reader. Want them 
to post more couple selfies? Mention 
you think they’re cute. Fan of the 
occasional PDA? Suggest you make 
the relationship Facey official. You’ll 
be surprised to see how far a little 
honesty gets you… it might even  
nix the insecurity once and for all!

ENVYCouple
Move over ZIGI, you and bae are A-OK.
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SKIN FEELING DRY,
TIGHT OR FLAKY?
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ARE YOU BATTLING
A 3PM OIL SLICK?

STAY

COVERED
GOT YOU
WE’VE



Hotel
California
Biker babes don’t have to be from the Midwest. Work your leather with 
vintage style denim and tough accents for that cool AF vibe.
STYLING Kristy Koutsogiannis PHOTOGRAPHY Jason Henley HAIR & MAKEUP Jessica Diez @ oneninetynine management using TRESemmé MODEL Emily Rink @ Chic Management



a These images 
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retouched.
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Levi’s jacket, from $129.95. Supré jeans, $35.



Minkpink dress, $109.95. Storeroom Vintage @ General Pants Co. top, from $60. Asos belt, $34.
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Finders Keepers top, $149.95 and skirt, $139.95. Bardot jeans, $139.95. Forever New boots, $89.99.
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Follow us;





girlstrology
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

CANCER!

Cancer
Monday, July 4 is the perfect day to start 

afresh. Be clear about your intentions  

and make a wish! The colder weather means 

you’ll want to cosy up, surrounded by your 

creature comforts. That said, you’ll happily 

brave the winter chill to shop. Some plush 

winter accessories will definitely make you 

smile! If you’re wondering where a certain 

relationship of yours is headed, you’ll have  

to patiently sit tight until the 19th when  

all will be revealed!

Cancer girl: You’re thoughtful, 

trustworthy and intuitive. Very protective

of your friends and family, you’re also

imaginative, easily hurt and have a memory

like an elephant! You match someone who’s

soulful and happy with themselves. Anyone

egotistical or conceited will bring out the

worst in you. Scorpios and Pisceans make

magical matches with a Cancer girl.

Cancer boy: He’s deep, dependable and

delightfully funny. He doesn’t mind talking

about ‘feelings’ or chilling with your family

– he’ll even cook for you if given the chance.

He can be moody and suspicious though,

usually when he feels insecure. Make sure

you never flirt with his bestie or mention

your ex. He’s perfectly suited to Taureans,

Pisceans, Virgos and Scorpios.

Famous Cancerians: Ariana Grande,

June 26. Lauren Jauregui, June 27. Dylan

Sprayberry, July 7. Jaden Smith, July 8. Leo

Howard, July 13. Maggie Lindemann, July 21.

Marc Jacobs
Daisy Dream

Blush, $89
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Virgo
July is all about connecting

with your inner purpose. 

There’s a sense you need to 

contribute something meaningful to the

world. With larger-than-life Jupiter backing

you all the way, you’re definitely destined

to do something big! You’re in a better 

relationship space this month. While you’re

not crazy about emotional bonding, a 

good sharing session with a loved one 

will make you feel happy and whole.

Libra
Life should be a whole lot quieter since 
militant Mars is no longer obsessed with 

your relationship status! Hopefully 
you’ve sorted through your issues 
and are ready to move on – there’s no
reason to hold on to a grudge, so start
a new chapter. Happily, your cash flow
improves just in time to shop for some
glam winter wear! P.S. You may think
certain people are good for your image.
Don’t be conned by appearances.

Capricorn
Friendship fallouts equals major
stress and you’ve had your fair
share of relationship drama. July’s
focus is on healthy connections. You’ll
quickly learn you get a better result if you’re
considerate and communicative! Happily,
you and a friend should arrive at a better
understanding of each other, which will
be a massive relief. And romance? Monday
the 4th is the day to make your love wish.
Make it big and make it bold!

Aquarius
The key to an awesome July is good
health. Make sure you treat your body
to nourishing and energising food.
Try activities such as yoga or pilates.
Focus on making positive long-te
lifestyle changes instead of fo
fads that are hard to sust

spring, you’ll be
feeling amazing!
When it comes
romance,

got your A-
It’s pretty har
an Aquarian in
on flirt mode. Le
will prove very har
for you to ignore.

Pisces
The planets are perfectly
placed for flirting and fun! So,
what are you waiting for? Have
a blast batting your eyelids and
see what transpires. (Something
wonderful and unexpected, most likely!)
You’ll find yourself wanting to be creative
and take more risks. From mid-month
you’re mindful of keeping fit and healthy.
A travel plan on the back burner looks like
it may just go ahead. Perfect timing!

Aries
You’ve had some intense moments
these past few months. Now with
Mars back on cosmic track, life
should be less complicated – keep
it that way! You should feel a shift
in your energy levels for the better.
Venus gives you a creative edge
this month, so take advantage. An
intense connection with a certain
someone may either be to your
advantage or detriment. Proceed with
caution. (You’re a sucker for love.)

Try to be sensitive to a friend’s
feelings this month. Yes, they
may be acting OTT, but sometimes a person
needs to talk. If you want to make money,
you’re in luck as a good part-time job should
be easy to find. You’ll feel like exercising
and eating healthy this month. Venus is in
a good cosmic space from the 12th, and for
you this spells romance… with a sibling’s
mate or the local neighbourhood hottie!

Scorpio
Exhale. Relax. Sometimes you’re pretty
tough on yourself – you deserve a break.
There may be a mild misunderstanding
between you and a gal pal this month.
Being so stubborn, you’ll hold out until
the last minute to make amends. Be

kind and forgiving – try to
see beyond people’s flaws.
And love? Choose someone
sweet and uncomplicated.
Dating someone who is all
ego won’t work.

Leo
There’s been some pretty hectic cosmic energy
doing the rounds, so you’re more than ready
for a few weeks of peace. The atmosphere at
home should be lighter. Commit to moving
forward and don’t dwell on old issues. You
are Venus’ darling most of the month, 
which gives you a fabulous advantage! 
Those of you happily flying solo are in 
for a short-lived adventure. Admiring
eyes are focussed on YOU!

Taurus
You’ll get a lot of fulfilment
surrounding yourself with friendsand family and just chilling thisJuly. You’ve had your dose ofrelationship drama and boy, are you

w you’re savvier and you
e situations (and most
tantly, the people) that
ger your insecurities, so
u’re less likely to make the

e mistakes twice. You’re
fident communicator

nth. Speaking up
you noticed, so take

pportunity to talk as
ch as possible!

Narciso Rodriguez
Narciso Poudrée, $160
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Chloé Eau de
Parfum, $90

Elie Saab Le
Parfum, $95

The Body Shop
Atlas Mountain
Rose, $36.95

Shay & Blue in
Blood Oranges, $105
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Chi Chi Eau De Parfum
in Romantic Flowers, $19.95

Lush Karma, $39.95

Sagittarius
Saggies aren’t wild about emotional theatrics. Sure, you can throw a tantrum or three, but  
you’re pretty uncomplicated. However, you recently may have felt overwhelmed by feelings you 
don’t understand, or just dragged down by people’s complexities. Now life seems fluffier again. 
Venus is banking on a holiday romance… with someone gorgeous! P.S. Commit to ditching a bad 
habit this July and you’ll feel like a million bucks. The 4th is the perfect day to do it. 
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Head to Girlfriend.
com.au to get your 

exclusive 
weekly ’scopes!

Ariana Grande 
Frankie, 

$65



Toner

Musq Antioxidan
Toner, $40

“Smooth, great c nd
so beautifyi

ver
g!” – C re

d

HERE ARE 
THE WINNERS 
FROM EACH 
OF OUR 35 

CATEGORIES.

Go-To Face Hero,
$45

Cetaphil Gentle
Skin Cleansing
Cloths,

 

– Cassie

Dermalogica Clear
Start Breakout Clearing
Overnight Treatment, $26
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– Lucy

Nivea BB Cream 5 in 1 
Beautifying Moisturiser,
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FACE

HAIR

Bronzer

e.l.f.
Bronzer 
Palette,
$13

Foundation

Napoleon Perdis Stroke of 
Genius Liquid Cashmere 
Foundation, $65

“An actual 
stroke of 
genius!”  
– Caitlin

“A swirly,  

whirly little  

meteorite of  

a blusher! Looks  

as pretty in the  

pot as it does on 

your cheeks.”

– Tamara

Blush

Max Factor 
Creme 
Puff Blush, 
$21.95

Illuminator

Revlon Highlighting
Palette in Peach Glow,

$26.95

“So affordable

correction!” – Kristy

Concealer

Rimmel 
Wake Me Up 
Concealer,
$14.95

Shampoo and Conditioner

Eleven Australia Hydrate My Hair 
Moisture Shampoo, $22.95

Eleven Australia Hydrate My Hair
Moisture Conditioner, $23.95

Hair Styling

Kevin.Murphy 
Shimmer.Shine,
$39.95

Hair Tool/Appliance

Remington Silk Italia 
Hair Dryer, $99.95

“Cruelty-free 

for the win. 

Plus it’s pink 

and pretty.” 

– Lucy

“2,300W of pure power!
BAM! Hair done!”

– Joss

Hair Dye

Brite Organix  
One Day Colour  
in Pastel Pink for 
Light Hair, $14.99

“Smells amazing! 

Plus I need all  

the moisture.” 
– Joss

“Because Kevin is 

heaven.” – Kristy

P
$

Bl
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Eyeshadow

BYS Smokey
On-The-Go Palette,
$11.95

Brow

Product

Napoleon
Perdis
Couture
Brow Kit,
$49

“I think I’ve applied this 
1,034 times today.” – Cassie 

EYES

LIPS

BROWS

NAILS

“Sign, seal, DELIVER on 
your brow game! Love the 

three step process.” – Tamara

Mascara

Napoleon Perdis
Long Black

Mascara, $39

Eyeliner

Rimmel Colour 
Precise Eyeliner,

$13.95

“Love the 

curled brush.” 
– Lisa

“Sharp, smooth and no 
smudging – for perfect 

wings!” – Malloree

“I can’t go 

past a smoky 

eye look and 

this palette is 

perfection!”  

– Jess

“How  

fun is the 

packaging?! 

So easy to 

apply.”  

– Caitlin

“Amazing
coverage.”

– Lisa
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Lip Balm

Go-To 
Lips!,
$15

Lip Gloss

Lancôme 
Juicy Shaker, 

$34

Nail Polish 

– Colour

OPI Nail 
Lacquer in
Big Apple Red,
$19.95

Nail Polish – Quality/ 

Chip Resistance Sally Hansen Miracle 
Gel Colour & Top Coat, $16.95

Nail Polish – Statement  

Nails Personail Nail 
Polish Wraps, $17

“Statement nail 
perfection, I’ll 

take these in every 
design!”- Jess

“Like a 

manicure in 

your pocket.” 

– Tamara
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BODY

FRAGRANCE

TANNING

MORE!

Fake Tan Remover

Bondi Sands
Exfoliating Mitt,
$12.95

Fragrance

Marc Jacobs Daisy,
$90

“Who doesn’t want
to smell daisy
fresh?”- Caitlin

Face Tanner

The Body Shop 
Honey Bronze 

Tinted Face Gel, 
$25.95

Body Tanner

St. Tropez Self
Tan Classic
Bronzing
Mousse,
$39.95

“Liquid
gold.

Literally.”
– Lucy

Beauty Essentials

Tangle Teezer Compact Styler
Detangling Hairbrush, $34.95

Value Buy Lady Jayne
Style Guards, $7.99

Beauty

Innovations

ModelCo Sel
Back App
$14

Hair 

Remover

Remington 
Smooth 
& Silky 
Deluxe 
Shave  
& Trim,
$99.95

“Smells
delicious!”

- Lisa

Scrub/Shower

Product

Philosophy
Cinnamon
Buns Shower
Gel, $30

Body Moisturiser

Nivea Rich
Nourishing Body

Lotion, $7.99

“You can’t 

go past a 

classic!” 

– Kristy

“Never leave home without 
it. Ever.” – Claire

“BEST

INVENTION

EVER.”

– Lucy

“See ya kinks! 

This guy means 

no elastic band 

marks!” – Cassie
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EXCLUSIVE BONUS!

ON SALE JULY 4 (AUS) 
AND JULY 25 (NZ)

ONLY WITH THE AUGUST ISSUE OF  

AVAILABLE ONLY 

WITH AUSTRALIAN 

NEWSSTAND SALES OF 

THE AUGUST 2016 ISSUE. 

WHILE STOCKS LAST.

WE’VE GOT 

EVERYTHING 

YOU NEED 

TO BLING 

ON THE HAIR 

GOALS WITH 

THESE SRSLY 

STYLISH HAIR 

ESSENTIALS! 

Tag us in your 

pics and show off 

your hair game! 

#girlfriendmag



Pretty Girl
dreamy
skin!

Blessed with magical
extraction powers

that draw out
impurities like dirt, oil

and chemicals more
effectively than

regular gel cleansers,
it’s no surprise the

beauty-verse is
head over peels in
love with charcoal
EVERYTHING! Treat
yo shelf with face

masks, cleansers
and exfoliators.

Lush CoalFace
facial cleanser, 

$16.50

Sukin Oil
Balancing

Purifying Gel
cleanser,
$12.95

Bioré Pore
Penetrating

charcoal bar,  
$4.99

Lush Dark
Angels facial

cleanser,
$17.50

Lush The
Guv’ner

deodorant
powder, $15.95

Bioré Deep
Pore charcoal

cleanser @
Priceline

Pharmacy,
$10.99

Lush Boom!
Gunpowder
Toothy Tabs,

$10.95

Sukin Oil
Balancing

Anti-Pollution
Facial

Masque,
$15.95

Oh hi, 
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pretty things
LOVE IT. WANT IT. NEED IT. NOW.

Thanks to Kylie Jenner’s lipstick line,
matte lips are doing the rounds on Insty.
Their coverage is a-mazing and we’re SO
vibing their long-lasting skills, but coz
they have the tendancy to emphasise the
flaws of your lips (yep, they’re that strong),
prepping your lips is kind of compulsory.
Remove any
peeling skin
on your pout by
exfoliating once
a week with a
targeted lip scrub.
Trust us, your
matte lip game
will thank you.

This guy was the OG 
dry shampoo and years 
later we’re still just as 
in love. We’ll be taking 
him to the formal (no 
really – he comes in mini
sizes), on every holiday
EVER (they wouldn’t be
the same without him)
and oh there he is right
now looking at us from
his little shelf (*gives
hair a quick spritz*).
Basically, this is a love
letter to Batiste dry
shampoo, coz he rules!
XOXO, everyone ever.

Batiste dry 
shampoo

The 
iconic:

Batiste original dry 
shampoo 200ml, $4.95

#gfprettythings
This month, while stalking our fave celebs,

we fell in love with the nude lip again.

@SELENAGOMEZ

@KYLIEJENNER

1. Lush 
bubblegum 
lip scrub, 
$9.95
2. Frank 
Body lip 
duo, lip 
scrub and 
lip balm, 
$14.95

Lip scrubs
Having a moment: 

1

2

Napoleon 
Perdis 

Luminous Lip 
Veil Overcoat, 

$32
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YAAAS (*jumps up and down*)! 

OK, we’re officially freaking

out after discovering that

H&M is launching a legit, IRL,

this-is-totally-not-a-dream

beauty line. The only release

date we have is “2016”, but

hey that’s this year, right? Enjoy 

these first-look pics while you

wait for it to drop.

What’s with these guys always

throwing shade when we have

plans, but laying low when we’re

Netflix marathoning? If a zit pops

out of nowhere next time you

leave the house, your best bet is to

zap it with your weapon of choice.

But which weapon? Introducing

our two fave tried and tested

targeted spot treatements. We

chose these guys based on their

ability to be worn on top of

makeup (ain’t nobody got time

to do their foundation again!).

Bambi & Sammi
No.1 Hand & Body
Cleanse, $19.95

…and it did. Nail pros Sally Hansen

have released a free app to make 

deciding on a nail polish shade 

easier. It uses augmented reality 

tech to scan your hand and create

personalised colour suggestions.

With over 100 diff Sally Hansen

bottles on the app, we’ll definitely

find more than a  

few (maybe 99?) 

perf matches.

appen!IT COULD

H&M 
DOES 
BEAUTY!

OMG, fix me!
pre-party pimples
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Packaging
crush

We heart our fave skin care 
prods for what they do for 
our skin (duh), but when 
they look super cute it’s 
double the 100 emojis! 
Self-care brand Bambi & 
Sammi creates seriously-
good-for-you masks and 
cleansers, which a) smell 
a-mazing b) are seriously 
nourishing and c) up the 
cool factor of your top 
shelf (#shelfiegoals).  
Our fave prod? The No.1 
Hair Masque (shea butter 

+ argan oil = YAY). It even 
comes in a cute pouch with
an adorable wooden spoon.
Saaah authentic right?  

On high rotation at GF HQ rn is this super-hydrating three-

step sheet mask set from ModelCo. Each sachet includes 

ALL the things – a foaming cleanser, serum and the mask 

itself, which means three times the hydration and none of 

the extra prods. A Saturday night in is looking pretty good…

If you

do the whole

face mask thing on

the reg, you’d know

they’re basically like

green smoothies

for your face

(#healthgoals).

JUST 
MASK!

ModelCo Instant Hydro-Glow 
Miracle Mask, $14, available 

at Priceline Pharmacy

@GIGIHADID

Bambi & Sammi 
No.1 Hair 

Masque, $16.95
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W
e’re back! Girlfriend and Priceline

Pharmacy, along with Chic Management,

are looking for healthy, confident girls

who have what it takes to be modelling’s

next “It Girl” – it could be you! Our model search has

launched the careers of some of the biggest names

in the industry, so if you think you’ve got what it takes

to be the next Sam Harris, this is the comp for you!

THE 2016 GIRLFRIEND PRICELINE PHARMACY

MODEL SEARCH WINNER WILL WIN:

A two-year contract with Chic Management.

A five-night trip to NY or London to meet with  

NEXT Model Management.

An exclusive appearance in two fashion shoots  

for Girlfriend magazine.

A $1,000 prize pack from Priceline Pharmacy.

PLUS $5,000 cash, just for you.

EACH NATIONAL FINALIST WILL WIN:

A two-year contract with Chic Management.

Return airfares± to Sydney for the National Finalists’ 

fashion shoot.

Return airfares± to Sydney for the Girlfriend Priceline 

Pharmacy Model Search winner announcement.

A $500 prize pack from Priceline Pharmacy.

STATE FINALISTS WILL WIN:

A $100 prize pack from Priceline Pharmacy.

Their picture published on the GF website.

Look out for our VIP Express Lane at the roadshows to

fast-track your way to see the judges!

There are three ways to get into the VIP Express Lane:

1. GF SUBSCRIBERS: Bring the sheet with your address

on it that you receive with your July or August copy of 

Girlfriend OR…

2. PRICELINE PHARMACY SHOPPERS: Buy products

from Priceline Pharmacy to the value of $30 and show 

us your receipt* OR…

3. ON THE DAY: Subscribe to Girlfriend magazine at 

the roadshow for the bargain price of $25.**

WHAT YOU COULD WIN!

WANT TO CUT THE QUEUE?

AUSTRALIA’S MOST
PRESTIGIOUS MODEL 

SEARCH RETURNS!

EVERYONE HAS THE OPPORTUNITY

TO ENTER! WE ARE LOOKING FOR

GIRLS WITH A FRESH FACE, GREAT

SMILE, HEALTHY LOOK AND LOADS

OF CONFIDENCE! SO WOW OUR

JUDGES BY ROCKING UP TO ONE  

OF OUR ROADSHOW EVENTS!

Remember...



TO ENTER
PLEASE FILL OUT THIS REGISTRATION FORM AND BRING
IT ALONG WITH YOU ON THE DAY OF THE GIRLFRIEND
PRICELINE PHARMACY MODEL SEARCH ROADSHOW.

PLUS WE’LL BE RUNNING EXCITING

COMPETITIONS AND GIVING AWAY HEAPS

OF COOL PRIZES THROUGHOUT THE DAY

– SO DON’T MISS OUT!

Everyone who 

goodie bag!
will score a

MAKE SURE YOU BRING ALONG 
THIS ENTRY FORM ON THE DAY 

OF THE ROADSHOW!
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ADD US ON SNAPCHAT!Scan the snaptag to see more from this year’s 
#gfpricelinemodelsearch

NSW – Westfield Parramatta, Wednesday, July 6.

VIC – Westfield Southland, Saturday, July 9.

SA – Westfield Tea Tree Plaza, Tuesday, July 12.

WA – Westfield Carousel, Saturday, July 16.

QLD – Westfield Chermside, Saturday, July 23.

Check out girlfriend.com.au for more information.

ROADSHOW DATES: 

auditions

FIRST NAME:

LAST NAME:

ADDRESS:

STATE: PHONE:

EMAIL:

MOBILE:

AGE: DATE OF BIRTH: HEIGHT (CM):

AS PARENT/GUARDIAN, I GIVE PERMISSION FOR

TO PARTICIPATE IN THE GIRLFRIEND PRICELINE PHARMACY MODEL SEARCH 2016.

SIGNATURE:

 YES, I WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE INFORMATION ABOUT SPECIAL OFFERS AND PROMOTIONS FROM 

GIRLFRIEND AND PRICELINE PHARMACY.

judged on 12/08/16. Entrants must be 13+ and have parent/guardian permission to enter. National Finalists must attend the Finalist photoshoot on 1-3/08/16. Under 18s must be accompanied by their parent/

to gain access to the VIP Express Lane at the 2016 Girlfriend Model Search. Receipt must be presented on the day. **Six month subscription with no subscription prize.

Entry  form



Sparkly eyes! Nice teeth! Amaze brows!
Three GF readers tell us the feature they rate

the most – and we help them show it off.

1. 

  

2. 

  

3. 

 “I love
brows!”

my “I love
brows!”

my

Jasmine, 

=

1

2

3

WORK IT
girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG110



“I heart
eyes!”

my

g!”is
"M

1. MCo by ModelCo 2-in-1 Shimmer 
and Matte Duo, $23. 2. Go-To Lips!  
A Super Balm, $15. 3. Zoeva Luxe 
Cream Lipstick in One Wish, $19.

“I heart
eyes!”

my

thing!”is my
1

2
3

3

2

1

"My

Isabella, 14, is ALWAYS smiling  

and draws attention to her lips by 

rocking a bright gloss erryday.

When it comes to 

lipstick, anything with a 

blue undertone is where 

it’s at. Berry coloured 

shades will make your 

chompers sparkle!

Use bronzer, baby!

That sun-kissed 

glow does amazing 

things to your grin.

Before you pop on 

your lipstick, apply 

a sheer lip gloss to 

up your shine levels.

If you’re doing the eye 

makeup thing, stick  

to cool tones (think 

purples, greens or blues). 

According to colour 

theory popping these 

hues on your lids will 

deflect any yellows from 

your face (read: teeth).

Tone down the 

rest of your face. 

If your smile is the 

star, keeping the 

rest minimal will 

make it stand  

out even more.

Every day is winged 

liner day for Laura, 

16, who loves the 

way the colour of 

her eyes brightens 

up her face. 

When doing your 

liner, keep in mind 

a flick at the end 

will bring your eyes 

out even more.

Three words: Mascara! 

Mascara! Mascara!  

Apply to your top  

AND bottom lashes  

for that extra wide  

doe-eyed look.

Venture into the 

(sometimes scary) world of 

coloured liners. A navy – yes 

NAVY! – liner will make your 

eyes appear whiter.

Apply a white pencil 

liner along your 

waterline and wait  

for all the “your  

eyes look amazing!” 

comments. Basically, 

you’ve made yourself 

look 1,000 times  

more awake.

Pearly eyeshadows –  

or alternatively, a liquid 

highlighter – are amazing 

at lifting your eyes and 

making them sparkle. 

Avoid the disco ball 

factor by focusing on  

the inner corners only.

1. BareMinerals Lasting Line Long-Wearing 
eyeliner in Nonstop Navy @ Mecca, $25. 2. Colour 
Theory Eye Shadow Palette in Tropical Summer 
Daze, $10. 3. Colour Theory Mascara Plump, $8.
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Stop your hair whipping back and

forth when you’re doing the fitness

 thing with these twists on the 

 predictable high pony. 

KYLIE BRAIDS
French braids are the boss of keeping your hair
back! Make like a Jenner and rock a pair when  
you’re planning a fitness sesh.

THE POWER PONY
Think a regular low pony
but with extra bands,
because no hair in
the face.

THE BRAID BUN
Flip your head upside down, grab a heap of
hair from underneath and start braiding from
the bottom up. Sweep it all into a bun, and 
bobby pin where needed.

THE E PLAIT
For a natural headband

that won’t up your sweat
factor, braid the front section

of your hair like a crown
and pull back into a pony.

gym
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d eciding what clothes
to take with you on
holidays is hard. The
wardrobe all-over-
the-floor decisions

(boyfriend, skinny or ALL the jeans?)
and mid-trip regret (so I did need
that oversized sun hat!) are all part of
luggage life, but what’s also difficult is
deciding what beauty items to take.

Whether you’re off to a friend’s
place for the weekend or a two-week
trip with your fam, the all-the-things-
and-no-space dilemma is always the
same. This was me when I was trying
to decide how many highlighters to
take to Japan (three?). Then when
I was there it was how many cute
sheet masks to buy (eight?).

My four-week trip was full of
delicious food, cute stationery and
karaoke, but also chapped lips,
thirsty skin and sad hair. There were
things I totally needed I didn’t bring
(a second perfume option, waaa), and
stuff I took too much of (body cream,
why?). Still, I think my packing game
was pretty good. Here are my holiday
beauty mantras:

Find minis of everything you

can, but don’t leave your faves at
home just coz they’re too big! If the
only shampoo that doesn’t make
your hair frizzy is XL-sized, pop it in
a smaller bottle. The last thing you
want is not to have that guy with you
when holiday selfies are happening.

Take some essentials in your

handbag so you can freshen up

while you’re travelling. I’m talking
hand creams and face spritzes
(planes and long car rides can be
extremely drying) and lightweight
BB creams for any post-travel
touch-ups. But on that note…

Remember the whole 100ml or

less thing. If you’re going on a plane,

you can’t
take anything 
over 100ml in
your carry-on!

 Make 

friends with 

kits where you 

can. Instead of 
taking a brow 
pencil, powder 
and brush pack, 
take a shaping kit 
that includes all 
three. Same deal 
with bronzer/
blush duos and  
mini shadow
palettes.

 Don’t 

forget boring 

things like tweezers, makeup
wipes, sunscreen, toothpaste and 
nail polish remover! Create a 
checklist before you pack, and tick
them off as you go.

 Be prepared to leave some 

stuff behind. Faves aside, you  
don’t need every single brush or all 
the nail polish. Stick to the one of 
everything rule (two for lip colour

Along with amazing food and
zero homework, one of the best
things about going on hols (spesh
overseas), is seeing cool beauty stuff
that you can’t get at home. I came
back from Japan with a cute lip
stain, sheet masks and a Hello Kitty
nail polish because, cute.

Hit me up on Insta at @gf_cass
to see some snaps of my trip (or look
approx. 10cm above to see more!). I
wanna see your pics too. Next time
you’re going away (even just for the
weekend), show me what beauty prods
you’re packing and tag #GFbeauty.
I’ll pretend I’m
not jealous…

Japanese cosmetics are so cute, 

even though I don’t know what 

half of them do. 

This isn’t a beauty-related pic, 
but  OMG emoji food!

Travel 
BFFs 

Evo Normal Persons shampoo, 

$29.95 and Normal Persons 

conditioner, $29.95. 

Travel-sized mates to keep 

up your hair game.

A’kin dry 

shampoo, $14.95 

@ Priceline 

Pharmacy.

Basically, 

a lifesaver 

in a can.

Go-To Exfoliating Swipeys, $46.

These guys come with a little 

travel sachet so you don’t 

have to lug the whole tub 

with you on hols #genius.

Benefit Brow 

Zings eyebrow 

shaping kit, $55.

Wax + powder 

+ tweezers in 

one little kit =  

smart packing! 

Cass x

@GF_CASS

Ho iday
vibes

The (beauty) world 
accordin  to Cass.

girlfriend.com.au girlfriendMAG113



FREE The Vamps Fan Pack* valued at $65

ONLY $49 for 12 issues

LESS THAN $4.08 an issue (normally $7.99) – SAVE 49%

FREE delivery of Girlfriend to Australia and New Zealand

SUBSCRIBE TO GIRLFRIEND

*Select your T-shirt size online or by phone. (If you are under 15 years old, you must give this Privacy Statement to your parent and get their permission to subscribe to Girlfriend.) This offer is valid in Australia & New Zealand only and ends 04/08/2016

for only $49 Total 
value over

$160

We ❤ subscribers

 VISIT     (AU)       

CURRENT 
SUBSCRIBERS

Have you renewed?

GET THIS OFFER
Renew today!
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SUBSCRIBE TO GIRLFRIEND AND YOU’LL SCORE A FREE 

FAN PACK FROM THE VAMPS VALUED AT $65!

When you subscribe you’ll receive The Vamps Wake Up Deluxe Edition CD featuring 18 tracks  

(including their hit singles “Wake Up” and “Rest Your Love”) with a bonus DVD featuring their sold 

out concert at The O2 Arena in London. You’ll also get * that true fans of Brad,  

James, Connor and Tristan will <3! To complete your ultimate fangirl look we’re throwing in a  

cool bracelet set you can share with your fellow VFFs (Vamps Fan Forevs). Subscribe now!

For more The Vamps merchandise visit thevampsmerchau.com.

The Vamps 
Wake Up

Deluxe Edition
(CD/DVD)

12 issues of
Girlfriend

The 
Vamps

*

The Vamps
bracelet set

FREE

HURRY! �f�e s�cks run �t!

FAN 
PACK SIGN UP! 

Use the free viewa 

app and scan this 

page to subscribe 

to Girlfriend !

       (NZ)      





Front Row
Move over 5SOS, Forever Ends 

Here are the next big thing! The 
Sydney pop-punk band have been 
hustling hard – after supporting 
Never Shout Never last year, the 

guys hit the road on their Parks ‘n’ 
Parties tour. They also just dropped 

a new track called “Search the 
Night”, we’re digging it!

FOREVER
ENDS HERE

Hot dudes + great tunes =
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TOURING

AT THE MOVIES

ON DVD

HEY JOEL, WE’RE LOVING THE TRACK!  

TELL US A BIT ABOUT IT.

I actually wrote it when I was still at school
and only 15! What happened was I rocked
up to school one day and my teacher goes, 
‘Are you ready to do your assignment? The 
performance one with the song you wrote?’ 
I was like, ‘Ah… yeah!’ So I started writing 
this song, like, 12 minutes before I had to 

sing it. I kept it in my pocket until we produced it, then 
it kind of just took off on YouTube!
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT YOUR FANS SEEING 

YOU AS QUITE THE HEARTTHROB?

Yeah it’s cool, I’m happy that they like my music, I’m 
really grateful that I have all this support. So thanks to 
my fans out there!
ASKING FOR A FRIEND… WHAT QUALITIES DO YOU 

LOOK FOR IN A GIRL?

I’m really chilled out, I like people who are laid back and 
able to have a laugh, you know what I mean? I’m not 
really all about the looks, that doesn’t matter to me. 
It’s personality that’ll do it.
WOULD YOU EVER DATE A FAN?

Yeah, for sure!

ME BEFORE YOU
Based on the best-selling novel by Jojo
Moyes, Me Before You is about Lou (Emil
Clarke from Game of Thrones), a girl from
a small town stuck in a dead-end job, who
finds herself caring for the wheelchair-
bound Will (Sam Claflin from The Hunger
Games). For those who haven’t read the  
book we won’t give too much away, but 
here’s a heads up – bring tissues coz you’ll
have ALL the feels in this emosh flick.

TOMORROW, WHEN  
THE WAR BEGAN
A group of friends head out for a good
time hiking and camping, only to 
discover when they return their town
has been invaded. All their family 
and friends have been captured by 
a foreign military group. As they’re 
among the only free people left they
must adapt quickly and fight back 
if they want to save their loved ones
before it’s too late.

BLUE NEIGHBOURHOOD TOUR
Troye Sivan  

Get your cash money ready, coz our boy Troye 
is about to hit the road this August for his 
epic Blue Neighbourhood Tour! Joined by 

electro-pop babe Nicole Millar, the YouTube 
megastar will be hitting up the major cities 

across Australia and New Zealand for a 
bunch of massive shows that are bound to be 
a-mazing. We’re sure there won’t be any blue 

neighbourhoods around after he’s through! 

This blue-eyed babe has come a long way
since his appearance on The X Factor in
2012. We sat down with the 19-year-old  
to talk about his single “Please Don’t Go” 
and what’s up next!

ee Joel Adams!
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TOURING

5 mins with…

HANGING OUT WITH TAY, BIEBS AND
ONE DIRECTION IS JUST ANOTHER DAY FOR

NOVA'S KENT 'SMALLZY' SMALL!

HOLD ME BACK TOUR
The Rubens 
Celebrating the success of their smash hit single “Hoops” (which took out the 
number one spot on last year’s Triple J Hottest 100), rockers The Rubens are 
ready to smash their Australian tour all throughout June. Supported by fellow 
homegrown acts Mansionair, Slum Sociable and Ali Barter (Sydney and Melbourne 
only), it’s bound to be a once-in-a-lifetime show for Aussie music fans.

How did you land such an awesome job?
I hung around at the radio station until they felt 
sorry for me, so they were like, ‘Just give him a 
job’. It’s been all good ever since!
What’s an average day for you like?
No two days are ever the same. I interview 
somebody different every day, I play different  
songs every night, I’m flying somewhere to 
interview a celebrity on another day – there’s  
no “average” day, which is why I love it so much.
Who has been the most difficult celebrity you’ve  

had to interview?
Taio Cruz. He played on his iPad the entire time, to the 

point where I was like, ‘Do you want to be here?’ That 
was awkward for everybody.

What’s the most embarrassing thing that’s happened on air?
I sent 22 radio stations off air. I played a song and thought I 
had enough time to go make a coffee, but the track stopped and
all the stations went off air. Not my finest hour.

UNRIVALED
Alyson Noël
Three Hollywood 
hopefuls find 
themselves inside the 
gritty world of LA’s 
nightlife, where they’re 
lured into a high 
stakes competition 
where actress Madison 
Brooks is the target – 
after she goes missing, 
the trio soon realise 
they’re in too deep. 
And once you’re in,  
it may already be too 
late to escape…

THE OTHER SIDE 
OF SUMMER
Emily Gale
After suffering a 
tragedy, Summer 
is trying to recover. 
While she’s got her 
BFFL Mal to help her 
out, her solace lies in 
a special guitar. When 
she moves across the 
globe, she meets a 
friend who seems to 
be connected to her 
cherished instrument 
– but how?

THE CROWN 
Kiera Cass

The final novel in The 
Selection Series jumps 

20 years ahead from 
when America Singer 
and Prince Maxon fell 
in love. Now it’s their 

daughter Eadlyn’s turn 
to find a bae. What she 

didn’t expect was to 
come face-to-face with 

a difficult decision 
that’s more important 

than she thought. 



For
Zendaya

She’s talented,

she’s tough, and she

doesn’t take crap

from anybody! 

Something New

For
Zendaya



HEY ZENDAYA, WE’RE LOVING

YOUR SINGLE “SOMETHING

NEW”. IS THAT TLC’S “CREEP”

THAT’S BEING SAMPLED IN THE

BACKGROUND?

That’s correct! It’s
one of their most
iconic songs. It was
one of the main
reasons I wanted
to do the song, I
was such a fan of
TLC growing up.

WHICH MUSICIANS

HAVE INFLUENCED

YOUR PERSONAL

STYLE OF MUSIC?

My number one
influence would
probs be Michael
Jackson, but who
doesn’t love him?
Also Beyoncé
– I love strong,
powerful people
who do their thing.
Beyoncé’s had
such a tremendous

career, I really admire her.

HAVE YOU FOUND COMING

FROM A DISNEY BACKGROUND

YOU HAVE TO TRY TWICE AS

HARD TO PROVE YOURSELF AS

A SERIOUS MUSICIAN?

Oh absolutely! It’s harder for people
to take me seriously and respect
me. It’s definitely a challenge but
then it’s also a blessing. I’ve had an
amazing career thanks to the Disney
Channel. I wouldn’t trade it for
anything in the world.

YOU’RE SUPER CLOSE WITH

YOUR FAMILY – WE HEARD YOU

EVEN USE YOUR DAD AS YOUR

BODYGUARD, IS THAT RIGHT?

Yeah. I like having my family around
me, whether it’s my parents, my big
brothers or my sisters. Family is
so good to be around because they
protect you and they have your best
interests at heart. I have a really
great relationship with my family.

YOU ARE TOTAL

#FASHIONGOALS, WHERE DO

YOU GET YOUR STYLE INSPO?

My stylist Law Roach is my main
influence. He’s really helped me
find my inner confidence. I’m so

confident now that I just try to be
what I want. When I go out I dress
for myself, the only opinion and
person I worry about is myself.
That’s a great place to be in!

YOU’RE BIG ON CHARITY WORK,

ARE THERE ANY CHARITIES IN

PARTICULAR YOU REALLY FOCUS

YOUR ENERGY ON?

Anything involving young people
really hits hard for me. Young people
are the future of the world and it’s
up to us to guide and take care of
them. I feel like we have to protect
and value that.

YOU RECENTLY CALLED OUT A

MAGAZINE FOR PHOTOSHOPPING

YOUR BODY, WHAT COMPELLED

YOU TO SPEAK OUT?

I’ve never had a body image issue
thankfully, but it’s a very serious
issue. It felt like a moment to address
something important and have
people be empowered by it. I just
want everyone to know that nothing
is perfect – the only perfection you
can find is within yourself. You have
to find your vision of perfect and
it has to be what you see in the
mirror. There’s only one you and
you have to love it.

WHAT’S YOUR BEST ADVICE

FOR BEING CONFIDENT ON

A DAY WHERE YOU MIGHT BE

FEELING LOW?

I’m not going to lie, I’m pretty damn
confident! But that’s something I’ve
worked on. It’s not like you wake up
and say, “I feel good about myself and
I’m amazing!” I always tell my fans
it’s OK to be in love with yourself!

There’s 
nothing 
cocky about 
it – being 
confident is the
best thing you
could ask for.

WHAT ADVICE

WOULD YOU GIVE

TO PEOPLE WHO

WANT TO FOLLOW IN

YOUR FOOTSTEPS?

I would definitely say find a real
reason for why you want to do
this – it can’t just be coz you want
to be famous. You need to have a
motivation, whether it be a charity,
a passion, whatever – have a light
at the end of the tunnel that you’re
working towards and you’ll be happy!

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU’D BE

DOING IF YOU WEREN’T IN THE

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY?

I have no idea! This is always what
I’ve wanted to do. Who knows though?
Maybe in a few years I might say, “I
don’t want to do this anymore,
this isn’t making me happy”,
and I’ll be doing something
else, and that’s OK!

We sat down with Z to talk fashion, going from Disney star 

to superstar, and standing up for what you believe in.

THE ONLY
PERFECTION
YOU CAN

FIND IS WITHIN
YOURSELF. YOU
HAVE TO FIND
YOUR VISION
OF PERFECT
AND IT HAS

TO BE WHAT
YOU. SEE IN
THE MIRROR.

DID YOU KNOW… Zendaya thought she’d bea basketball player whenshe grew up.
 She was once a backupdancer for Selena Gomezin a commercial. Her name was originallyChendaya, but her dad is afan of Zs so he changed it. Her all-time fave dessertis coffee ice cream. Z’s fave food is burritos. Her full name is ‘ZendayaMaree Stoermer Coleman’.

GF's Jess recently 
caught up with 
Queen Z in LA!
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This photo of 
Jess has not 
been ret ched.

@GF_Jess
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o h hey, what’s up,

hello! I hope you’re
all enjoying our 
super-mega-jam-
packed-to-the-

rafters beauty issue – I know I am.
For any of you who follow my Insta 

(*cough* @GF_Jess) or have met me 
IRL, you’d know it’s no secret that  
I’m totally obsessed with makeup and 
changing up my appearance – whether 
it means wearing contact lenses in a 
Tay Tay-style blue for a night out or 
getting my Kylie Jenner on with a mint 
wig for the day, there’s nothing more 
fun to me than playing dress ups. So, 
in honour of our beauty spesh I’ve 
selected celebs I reckon are totally 
#killingit with their makeup looks (and 
who I might just be a teeny bit jel of). 

KYLIE JENNER 
Obviously KyKy is going to make  
this list, coz no one beats her when  
it comes to changing up their look. I 
mean, have you SEEN her Snapchat?! 
The chick has a legit makeup room 
complete with a selfie light, as well  
as the coolest collection of wigs ever. 

Total life goals right there. Can you 
imagine just being able to casually 
have a new ’do every day? Like, “Oh, 

I feel like having peach coloured 
locks today, let’s do that,” then, “Nah, 
I’m feeling like going blonde tonight,” 

followed by, “How about I switch it 
up today and just go BRIGHT 
BLUE?”. So basically, all the 
radness of having a fun hair 

colour without the damage and 
maintenance of dyeing it every 
week or so. Living the dream, 
Kylie, living the dream…

ADELE
Have you
ever seen 
Adele with 
less-than-perf 
winged liner? No? 
Thought not. While I’m  
all for celebs chopping and 
changing up their look, I’m also 
totally for the whole “if it’s not  
broke, don’t fix it” idea – and Adele’s  
no exception. I like to think that after 
years of practise (and multiple faux pas 
in Year 9 where I look back at photos 
now and cringe) that I’ve become 
pretty good at nailing the cat eye, but
every now and then I STILL manage
to put too much on one side, with the
end result looking a bit like  
a deformed panda. PLS TEACH 
ME YOUR WAYS, ADELE.

SELENA GOMEZ 
OK, I never used to be a huge 
fan of Sel. She seemed like a lovely 
girl, but a bit too vanilla for my taste. 
That is until I witnessed her at last 
year’s Victoria’s Secret show – OMG! 
Like, Sel – who is your new makeup 
artist and where can I get their 
number?! It’s like when a caterpillar 
emerges from their cocoon to become 
a beautiful butterfly, but this time the 
butterfly has sleek hair for days and 
on-point eyeshadow. Srsly tho, Biebs 
must be kicking himself, coz nothing 

says, “I’m totally over 
you” like a hot 
makeover.
You go, Sel.

before you
go

The (entertainment) 
world according to Jess.

Jess x

Make me up,

WIGS FOR 
DAYSSS.

EYELINER 
ON POINT 

4EVA.

SLAY 
SELENA, 
SLAY!

#killingit



ADD US ON
SNAPCHAT!
Scan the snaptag

to see what we get
up to BTS at GF.

Before
WE go...

Doing
things

all the
GFHQ WAS

STUFF GFs SAY
Say what?!
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WATCH IT

Use the free viewa 

app and scan this 

page to watch  

the official trailer

for The Legend of

Tarzan out July 7

25%
CELEBRATING

GEORDIE SHORE ’S
FIFTH BIRTHDAY
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BY EDITOR TAMARA

THAT AWKS MOMENT WHEN TEAM GF DRESS LIKE EACH OTHER.

“Does anyone else feel 
like Zayn is legit the 
Beyoncé of Destiny’s 

Child?” – Jess

Same same but diff

ON WEDNESDAYS
WE WEAR STRIPES.

TEAM SKIVVY

SQUAD REPRESENT!

14% 
CHILLING 
WITH JOEL 

ADAMS

18%
GETTING

EXCITED FOR
THE LEGEND
OF TARZAN

10%
MAKING

FUNNIES IN
PHOTOSHOP

22%  
HANGING  

ON SET WITH 
LIANNA PERDIS 

IN ATHENS

11% 
EATING  

FAIRY BREAD 
ICE CREAM

1KENDALL TENDRILS! She’s bringing  

 ‘em back from my high school days  

and I’m not even mad.

2HAIR CLIPS! In ’02 blinging your mane 

was huge. Butterfly clips are so next.

3TINY BUNS! Witness: Bella Hadid’s 

so-chic twist on the look.

uly 7.
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